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I. REVIEW OF LITERATURE MD SCOPE 
OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
A. Introduction 
Let (X^, Y^) (i = 1, 2, n) be n independent random vari­
ables from some bivariate distribution. If we arrange the X-variates in 
ascending order as 
''im 2 5 ^ 
then the Y-variate corresponding to these order statistics are denoted by 
^[l:n]' ^[2:n]' ' ^[n:n] ' 
and termed the concomitants of the order statistics- In particular, for 
r = 1, 2, .n , we call Y|.^the concomitant of the r-th order 
statistic. Note that &oes not necessarily have rank r among 
the Y's . 
These concomitants have recently been studied extensively and have 
been put to a variety of uses. Examples include Gross (1973), David and 
Galambos (197^), O'Connell (197^), and O'Connell and David (1976). The 
distribution theory of concomitants and of the ranks of concomitants is 
of interest in selection problems when selection is based on the ranks 
of the X's ' For instance, when m (< n) individuals having the high= 
est X-scores are selected, we may wish to know something about the 
2 
behavior of the corresponding Y-scores. In particular, the following 
question can be answered with the help of the distribution of the rank of 
\r-n]' ^ individual has rank r among n candidates scoring 
Xg; ..., X^ in a certain test, what is the probability that 
will have rank s in some future test with scores Y^, Y^ ? 
Gross (1973) describes a procedure based on a least squares regression 
model which allows a college counselor to predict from a sample of cur­
rently enrolled students, the performance of individuals applying for 
future admission. Here the X-variate is the score on some entrance 
entrance examination of a prospective student, and the Y-variate his 
score based on actual performance in college. On the other hand, the 
X's may refer to a characteristic in a parent and the Y's to the same 
characteristic in an offspring. See e.g. David and Galambos (197^) 
where it is also pointed out that in an "errors in variable" problem, 
one may wish to select on the basis of true values T , but actually 
must select on the basis of observed values V , where V = T + E and 
T, E are independent variates. Let Y = T , X = V • Then the correla­
tion of X and Y is p = 0^/(0^ + , where and are respec­
tively the variances of T and E • Here the ranks of the true values 
are of interest, while the actual ranking is done on the observed values. 
Concomitants of order statistics also enter naturally problems of estima­
tion in a multivariate population when the sample is ordered with respect 
to one variate. See e.g. Watterson (1959) and O'Connell and David (1976)-
3 
B. Theory and Application of the Distributional 
Properties of the Concomitants 
1. A brief review 
Let (X^; Y^) (i = 1, 2, n) be n independent random vari­
ables having a common bivariate distribution. Suppose further that 
may be expressed in the form 
(Xi - My) , X / V 
Yi = My + pf^Y 0 ^ (i = 1, 2, n) , (l.l) 
where the Z. are lid variates; p is the correlation coefficient 
of and Y^ ; 1-^ are the means and a® the variances of 
X and Y , respectively. The and X^ form a set of 2n mutually 
independent variates. Since the X^^ and are independent, ordering 
the X. will not affect the distributional properties of the . Hence 
from (l.l), Y[i.-n] (? = 1; 2, ..., n) may be expressed in the form 
7[r:n] = + P°Y —^" %[r] ' 
where Z^ -, is that Z. associated with X^, . The Zr -, are inde-[rj 1 r:n Lrj 
pendent and identically distributed according to the distribution of Z^ 
and are independent of the X^.^ . For example, a random sample from a 
bivariate normal population has the above properties. 
Under the linear model assumption (l.l), the small-sample theory 
of concomitants has been studied extensively by O'Connell (197^)= He 
has obtained expressions for the exact distribution of the concomitants 
k 
and of the ranks of concomitants, as well as for the moments of the 
ranks of concomitants. In the special case of bivariate normality, tables 
of the probability distribution of the ranks of have been con­
structed for n = 3, 5, 9 and p = 0.1(0.1)0.9, 0.95* Tables of the 
expected rank of have also been constructed in O'Connell's thesis 
for n = 9, 19 and p = 0.05(0.05).95? 0.99 and for n = 39 and p = 0.5(0.05) 
0.95, 0.99" For the expected rank of > O'Connell (197^ ) has also 
shown that for moderate-sized samples (n = 9) the agreement between the 
finite-sample results and the asymptotic results obtained by David (1973) 
is quite good. 
The asymptotic distribution theory of the concomitants and of their 
ranks, in the case when the paired variates (X^, Y^) have a bivariate 
normal distribution have been investigated by David and Galambos (197^)-
They have shown that for any fixed, k and 1 < r< ... < r^^ < n , 
^r.:n] " ^[r. :n] ' ® ^[r. :n] 2, ..., k) are asymptotically 
independent, identically distributed normal N(0, variates. If 
^ acriuocS oixc rcuiii. ui âSyiûpoOoiC âiSoriùUoiOil âiiû 
moments of n R, have been determined by them for t such that 
- —> X with 0 < X < 1 . 
n — — 
2. Scope and content of the present investigation 
In Chapter II some further distribution theory of the concomitants 
is studied. Under the assumption that (X^, Y^) are bivariate normal, 
two asymptotic distributional results for the ranks of concomitants are 
obtained. The theory developed enables us to answer the following two 
5 
questions : 
(i) If in a certain test k individuals A^, ..., 
have ranks r^, r^, r^ among n candidates with 
scores Xg, ..., X^ , what is the probability that 
Al, Ag; .. •, A^ will rank in the upper lOOo^ (O < a < l) 
in some future test with scores Y^, Y^? 
(ii) If it is known that in a certain test a particular indi­
vidual A^ has rank at least r among n candidates 
with scores X^, Xg, X^ , what is the probability 
that Aj^ will have rank at least s in some future test 
with scores Y^, Y^, Y^? 
Under the assumption of bivariate normality, David and Galambos 
(197^) have obtained the limiting distribution of the rank R, of 
\t*n] the determination of asymptotic moments of ^/n • Here a 
simpler and more direct approach is used to obtain the asymptotic distri­
bution of R, . It is also shown that their expressions for the limit-
ing distribution of R, /n and for lim E(R /n) can be simplified 
n > 09 
so that these can be easily calculated with the help of standard normal 
tables. 
The exact and asymptotic distribution theories of concomitants 
developed by O'Connell (197^+) and David and Galambos (197^) depend heavily 
on the linear model assumption (l.l). In Chapter II, the general distri­
bution theory of the concomitants and of their ranks is studied when the 
(X_, Y^) are from an arbitrary absolutely continuous bivariate 
6 
distribution. The exact and asymptotic distributions of the concomitants 
and of their ranks are determined- Finally, we also demonstrate that the 
distribution of the ranks of concomitants, for the case when the (X_, Y^) 
satisfy the linear model assumption (l.l) and when (X^, X^, ..., X^) and 
Yg, Y^) are each a set of equicorrelated multinormal variates, 
can be reduced to the distribution when (X^, Y^), i = 1, 2, ..., n are 
iid bivariate normal variates. 
In Chapter III the theory of concomitants of order statistics is 
applied to the study of fluctuations in the ranks of q cumulative sums 
f k) ^ 
of random variables, 8^ = Z X. (i = 1, 2, ..., q) with increasing 
a=l 
k , where, for each a (a = 1, 2, ... ), (X^^, Xg^, ..., X^^^) is a set 
of exchangeable random variables. In particular, the following prediction 
problem in a Round Robin tournament is investigated. Suppose that at a 
certain stage of a Round Robin tournament among q teams of similar 
caliber, team has rank r . What is the expected rank of at 
the end of the tournament and what is the probability that it will then 
have rank s ? It is found that the tables of the probability distribution 
of the ranks of concomitants and of the expected ranks of concomitants 
constructed by O'Connell (l97^) can be used here. The case when one of 
the teams is superior, the others continuing to be equal, is also con­
sidered. In particular, the problems of predicting the rank and the 
selection of the superior team are also studied. 
In Chapter IV the theory of concomitants of order statistics is 
extended to multivariate situations, e.g., when, for each Y , p (> l) 
7 
different X-measurements are available. Let (X,., X„., ..., X Y.)' li' 2i pi' X 
(i = 1, 2, n) be a random sample of n (p+l)-dimensional (p > l) 
random vectors drawn from some multivariate distribution. Suppose 
may be expressed in the form 
= Pg + + ^ 2^2i PpXpi + (i = 1, 2, ..., n), 
where is independent of (X^^, Xg^, .. X^^^) • If we denote the 
r-th order statistic of X^, X^, ..., X^ by X^^^^ (k = 1, 2, . p), 
then the Y-variate associated with (X^^^ y ^2{r )' ^p(r ^^.y be 
denoted by Yn i and termed the concomitant of (X, / \, 
1^2.' ^2* •••> J 1(^2' 
^2(rg)' •••' *p(r )) • alstrltution theory of the rg,...,r^:n] 
and especially of their rank is of interest in selection problems when the 
selection is based on the ranks of p different X-measurements. For 
example, X^, X^, ..., may be the scores of p different tests de­
signed to evaluate an individual's future performance on a particular Job, 
and the Y-variate his score based on his actual performance on the job. 
U n d e r  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  ( X ^ ^ ,  X g ^ ,  X ^ ^ ,  Y ^ )  ( i  =  1 ,  2 ,  . n )  
are from a multivariate normal distribution, we will show that for any 
k p-tuples of integers (r^^, rg^^, ..., r^^^) (j =1, 2, ..., k) 
such that 1 < r^^^ / r(^^ < n for all 1 < jî / h < k and i = 1, 2, 
" ' > P ) 
r(j), 
8 
r(3), .... 
(j - 1; 2, k) 
are asymptotically independent, identically distributed N(0, a^) 
variates, where oB is the variance of Z. . Letting Rr^ ^ „ „ 
1  1 ^ 2 )  ^ 2 ' * * * '  p "  
be the rank of Yr -i , the asymptotic distribution 
L^l> ^2' ***' 
and moments of n -, are determined for r, (i = [?!, ^2' "  ^
r, 
1 ;  2 ,  . p )  s u c h  t h a t  —  > (0 < < l) as n —» » . As 
for the exact distribution theory, since the expressions involved become 
very complicated, only the exact distribution of Rr -, is deter 
mined for illustration. 
C. Concomitants in Parameter Estimation 
Concomitants of order statistics enter naturally problems of estima­
tion in a p-variate (p > 2) population when the sample is ordered with 
respect to one variate. In the last chapter. Chapter V, two estimation 
problems are considered. 
First in a censoring situation, where some fixed number of observa­
tions of a sample from a multivariate normal population is missing 
(Type II censoring), we wish to estimate the parameters of the population. 
This problem was considered by Watterson (1959)* Three types of censoring 
were considered. 
9 
Type A: Censoring effective on all variates of certain sample 
vectors 
Type B: Censoring of concomitant variates only 
Type C: Censoring of the ordered variates only. 
We take the bivariate case for illustration. For example, Type B occurs 
when the X are the ordered entrance examination scores and Yr_._n 
r;n 
(r = n-k+1, n-k+2, ..., n) later scores of the k successful candidates 
having the highest entrance examination scores. On the other hand, Type C 
applies in a life test terminated after k failures where X is the time 
to failure and Y is some associated variable available for all n items. 
Secondly, in a double sampling situation, if an inexpensive auxiliary 
variable X can be measured on all n items, then based on the ordered 
X-variates, we wish to select a smaller number of the items for measure­
ment of a correlated expensive main variable Y of interest. For example, 
X may refer to the height and Y to the timber volume of a tree. The 
heights of the trees can be ordered visually. Then the orderings can 
help us select a smaller number of trees to be chopped down for estimat­
ing the average timber volume. 
Watterson (1959) has suggested simple estimators for the first 
problem and O'Connell and David (1976) for the second. The authors show 
that their respective simple estimators are reasonably efficient. In the 
present study, following Lloyd's (1952) matrix approach to linear estima­
tion by order statistics, we will give a unified treatment for the above 
two problems. This approach will also shed some light why these simple 
estimators are reasonably efficient. For the second problem, we will 
10 
also indicate that the estimation procedure developed for the bivariate 
normal case can be extended to the multivariate normal situation, e.g., 
when for each Y , p (> l) different X-measurements are available. 
11 
II. THEORY OP CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS 
A. Introduction 
Let (X^, Y^) (i = 1, 2, ..., n) be n independent random vari­
ables having a common bivariate distribution. When the X^ (i = 1, 2, 
.n) are arranged in ascending order as the order statistics X^.^ 
(r = 1, 2, ..., n) , the Y-variate Yr- -, associated with X is 
called the concomitant of the r-th order statistic. 
This chapter deals mainly with the distribution theory of the con­
comitants. It basically consists of three parts. First, when the 
(X^, Yg^) are bivariate normal variates, the distribution theory of the 
concomitants is reviewed and some further distribution theory is studied. 
Secondly, the distribution theory of the concomitants is extended to the 
general case when the (X^, Y^^) have a common arbitrary absolutely con­
tinuous distribution. Thirdly, the distribution of the ranks of concomi­
tants is determined when Xj^ and Y^ are linearly related, apart from 
an independent error term, and when (X^, Xg, ..., X^) and (ï^^, Yg, 
..., Y^) are each a set of equicorrelated multinormal variates. 
B. Bivariate Normal Case 
1. Review of distribution theory 
a. Basic assumptions Let (X^, Y^) (i = 1, 2, ..., n) be n 
independent random variables drawn from some bivariate normal distribution. 
Then Y, may be expressed in the form 
12 
(X, -
= Py + pc^Y g + (i = 1, 2, ... J n) (2«l) 
where p is the correlation coefficient of X and Y, are the 
mean and variance of Y , respectively, and are the mean and 
variance of X , respectively. Further, X^ and are independent 
and the (i = 1, 2, ..., n) are independent normal N(0, a^Cl-p^)) 
variates. The concomitants of the r-th order statistic may therefore be 
written as follows 
- \w) 
^[r:n] = ^Y + P*Y a + %[?] (r = 1, 2, ..., n) , (2.2) 
where is that Z, associated with X . Since the 2n variates 
LrJ 1 r:n 
X^ and Z^ are independent, ordering the X^^ will not affect the dis­
tributional properties of the Z^^ . This implies that the Z^^^ are iid 
having the same distribution as the , and are independent of the 
%r:n ' 
b. Small-sample theory At this point, and throughout this 
dissertation, we shall let $(x) and 0(x) denote respectively the 
cdf and pdf of a standard normal variate, and also adopt the conven­
tion that 
= 0 if a < 0 or a > b 
13 
O'Connell (197^) has shown that for 1 < r^ < rg < • •• < r^ < n , 
the joint distribution of (i = 1, 2, k) is given by 
00 00 00 k / y. - px. \ 
i • • • i " i ;^ )s- • • • 
(2.3) 
where f . is the joint pdf of k ordered 
wL C n. 
standardized X-variates with ranks r^^, r^, .. ., r^ . 
Let ^ denote the rank of . O'Connell (ig?!)-) found that, 
for p > 0 , the distribution of R is given by 
r ,n 
K.—-L m00 *03 
^r-l-k/. \ «n-r-fs-k-l) j, \ j, \ . 
«2 vx,u; Sj^ - jo^x; jo(cu; ox du 1%.%; 
(s — 1, 2, ''') nj r — 1; 2, •••? n) ^ 
where c = , and 0-, 0„, ô_, 0. are defined as follows: 
yrr^ 1 2 3 
0 
0j,(x, u) = J #(c(u - t)) 0(x + t) dt . 
GgCx, u) = J $(c(u - t))0(x + t) dt . 
0 
Ik 
0 
e^Cx, u) = J [1 - $(c(u - t))] 0(x + t) dt . 
0ji^(x, u) = J [1 - §(c(u - t))] ^ (x + t) dt • 
0 
He has also shown that for p > 0 and r = 1, 2, .n , 
E(Rr^n^ = 1 + n(n-l)( J $^"^(x) [1 - $(x)]""^ G^^x, •) 0(x) dx 
+ n(n-l)( ) J l^'\x) [1 - Ggfx, ") 0(x) dx 
-CO 
(2-5) 
where 
» 0 0 , 
9^(x, ') = J J $(c(u-t)) 0(x+t) c 0(cu)dt du = J [l-§( )]jfl(x+t)dt 
—CO -00 -00 y 2 
and 
Ggfx, *) = J J $(c(u-t)) 0(x+t) c 0(cu)dt du = J [1 - )]0(x+t)dt. 
-co 0 0 
To cover the p < 0 case, he proved the following symmetry proper­
ties of R : 
r,n 
15 
1 -p) = Pr(R^^^=n+l-s | p) 
Pr(Br,n-s) = Er(«n+l.r,n=''''^-^) 
Pr(Rt .,-s) = Pr(R^^.t) > . 
I "P) = n + 1 - 1 p) 
GCr,.) 
(2.6) 
J 
c. Large-sample theory The asymptotic distribution theory of 
the concomitants and of their ranks has been studied by David and Galambos 
(197^) when the pair (X^, Y^) has a bivariate normal distribution. They 
showed that for 1 < r^ < r_ < ... < r, < n . 
— 1 2 k — 
Pr(Y* ^<y,^) = ,n SCyjA^,) , (2-7) 
n —> CO ^ 1 ^ k 1=1 
?[r.:n] ' ?[r. m] ' (t - 1. 2. •••. k) and cf = 
o§(l-P=) / 
Under the same assumption the following theorem concerning the ranks 
of concomitants was proved. 
Theorem 2-1; Let {t} be a. sequence of integers such that, as 
n 
n 
X , (O < X < l) • Then, for fixed k > 1 , 
16 
lim E 
n 00 
[< ¥ i'] = J G (u) d $(u) , (2.8) 
where 
1 .1 -1 1 
G(U) = J § [u + (L-p^) 2 p [$ (X) - $ (s)]} ds 
Or eq,uivalently 
lim Pr(R. < nz) = $(g"\z)) . 
^ t,n — \ \ // 
n —^ 00 ' 
(2.9) 
In particular , 
R. 
lim E( ) = 
n > CO / * i 0 
p - r^(s)] 
'^2(l=p2) 
ds . (2.10) 
The results of the theorem can be simplified. To see this, let 
V, 5 y 3 OUCIt 
G(U) = J $[u + (l-p^) ^  p [5 ^ (X) - x]} d $(x) 
= Pr(Xi + (l-p^)"^ p Xp < u + (l-p2)-5 p #-l(x)) , 
where and Xg are independent standard normal variates- Hence 
17 
G(u) = $ ((l-p2)S u + p 
and 
G-l(:) . ^ . 
/I-P^ 
Then the limiting distribution of R. (2.9) can be simplified to the tj ^ n 
following form: 
llm Pr(R. < nz) = i { * (') ' P ^ —iii 1 . (2.11) 
\ I 
Similarly, (2.10) can be simplified to the form; 
lim E ( ) = # ( ^ ] . (2.12) 
\/^ I 
Alternative approaches for obtaining (2.11) and (2.12) will be given in 
the next section and in Section C-7 of this chapter. 
2. Further development of the theory 
Here two asymptotic distribution theorems concerning the ranks of 
concomitants are obtained. The theorems will enable us to answer the 
following two questions: 
(i) If k individuals have respectively ranks r^, r^, . ., r^ 
among n candidates scoring X^, Xg, * * • ' \ in a certain 
18 
test, what is the probability that they will have respec­
tively ranks at least s^, s^, s^^ in some future 
t e s t  w i t h  s c o r e s  Y g ,  . Y ^ ?  
(ii) If an individual has rank at least r among n candidates 
scoring X^, Xg, •••> in a certain test, then what is 
the probability that he will rank at least t in some 
future test with scores Y^^, Yg, ..., Y^? 
Theorem 2.2; Let the k (> l) ranks r. with 1 < r. < r^ < ... < 
r^ < n be such that — —> (0 < < l) as n —> » . Then for 
0 < a, < 1 (i = 1, 2, ..., k) , 
lim Pr(R < na^, ..., R < na, ) 
n-^oe  ^ ^k*" ^ 
L vTTTs J 
Proof; Let t^ = [na^] (i = 1, 2, ..., k) , where [na^] denotes 
the largest integer less than or equal to na^^ . Then for any fixed 
k > 1 and any choice 1 < r^ < rg < ... < r^ < n , 
:t'(*rT,n 2 asi' '''' 
" ^(^r^,n - ^1' • • • ' \^,n -
^^^[rj_;n] - ^t^;n' " ' ^[r^;n] - ^tj^;n^ 
19 
•where Y, [r\:n] ^[r^:n] " ®^^[r^:n]^ ^r^:n ®'-^^r^:n " 
(i = 1, 2, ..., k) . Since (i) Y, converges to p + a $~^(a.) in 
T3^ .11 jl I 1 
-1 ^i probability as n —>œ , (ii) (a converges to (X.) as >\. 
X n X 
(i = 1, 2, . •., k) , and (iii) Yj-^ •••; > by (2.?), are 
asymptotically iid variates with cdf ^Cx/cJ^Cl-p^)^) , we have 
lim Pr(R _ < na., ..., R _ < na. ) 
k 
n $ 
i=l 
r^(a^) - p 
/ i - p 2  
This completes the proof. 
Note that for k = 1 , the theorem immediately leads to (2.11) and 
(2.12). 
Theorem 2.3: For any integers r s, and t such that 1 < r < s < 
n , 1 2 2 ^ and for any choice i (l < i < n) , 
Pr(rank (Y. ) < t | r < rank (X. ) < s) = —tht Z Pr(R. < t) . (2.llv) 1 — » — 1 — 8-f+l ^ ' 
J 
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Let [r] and {s} be two sequences of integers such that 1 < r < s < n. 
V s If — and — converges to and Xg respectively as n —> « with 
0  <  Xj .  <  X g  <  1  )  th e n  f o r  a n y  c h o i c e  i  ( l < i < n )  
lim Pr(rank (Y^) < nz | r < rank (X^) < s) 
n • > 00 
1 (2.15) 
I J 
Proof; 
Pr(rank (Y^) < t | r < rank (X^) < s) 
s 
Pr([rank (Y,) < t] 0 [ U (rank (X.) = j)]) 
^ !: 
Pr( U [rank (X.) = j]) 
j=r 
Z Pr([rank (Y.) < t] n [rank (X.) = j]) 
® j=r ^ ^ 
2 Pr(rank (%_) = j) Pr(rank (Y^) < t | rank (%_) = j) 
j 
dâ ^ • (2.16) 
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This proves (2.l4). Now, we turn to the proof of (2.1^)" Suppose 
j —>Xj (0 < < 1) , then by (2.1l) 
lim Pr(R. < nz) = 
n  C O  J:n-
• \z)  -  p )  
\/l - p^ 
Now, if we let — 
n 
Xg and - —> as n —> » , then for large 
S 
s $ 
j=r 
$"^(z) i) 
V'l -
1 
n 
(2.17) 
Recognizing that the right-hand side of (2.I7) is a Riemann sum to the 
integral 
; * $"^(z) -  p $"^(x)  )/i - p^ dX 
and letting n —>00 , (2.16) and (2.I7) yield (2.I5). This completes 
the proof. 
C. General Theory of Concomitants of Order Statistics 
1. As5\Hn?tions and notation 
Let (X^, Y^) (i = 1, 2, ..., n) be n independent random vari­
ables having a common bivariate cdf F(x, y) with continuous pdf 
f(x, y) . For convenience, the following notation concerning the 
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distributions of random variables will be adopted: 
F^(w) - cdf of a random variable W. 
f^(w) - pdf of a random variable W. 
f(y|x) - conditional pdf of Y given X = x. 
f 
r, 
(x_,...,x.) - joint pdf of the k ordered X-variates 
\:n' " " " ' D 1 < < ... < < n 
2. Exact distribution of the concomitants 
Since (X^, (i = 1, 2, .n) are independent and identically-
distributed random variables, the conditional pdf of given 
*r:n = ^  
h (y I Xy-n = x) = f(yl x) . 
[r:n] 
Hence 
^Xr:n'%[r:n](x' ' «(yU)fi.;nW' 
fy (y) = J ^(y 1 x) fy.n(x) dx , (2.18) 
[r:n] 
fr (Y[r:n] -?) = / Er(y < y | X = x) f^. Jx) dx . (2.19) 
Similarly, for 1 < r^ < rg < n , we may write 
and 
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\ ï. ^2 1 \ :n ' a- \m ' ^2'  f(yiUi)f(y2U2) . 
[rj_:nJ' [rg:n] 1 2 
It follows that the joint pdf and cdf of Yj-^ and are 
respectively: 
\ ,, Y, yg) = I J ((ygkg) 
[r^:n]' [r^in] 1' 2 
(2.20) 
^(^[r^:n] ^  ^1' ^ "a' 
= I Jîr(ïi<yilXi = :ti)rr(Ï2<y2lX2=X2)f ^ 
»00 —00 «1» ^ 
(2.21) 
More generally, for 1 < r^ < r^ < ... < r^ < n , we have 
• (x^,...,x^) dx^ ... dx^ . (2.22) 
fr(T{r,:n] ^  ^1' " " " ' ^[r^m] ^ V = f'" " f ,n Mï.SyJx^ =Xj) 
-1- K -co -00 1—JL 
fri,...,r^:n(*l'''''*%)**! "" "Hi" (^'23) 
Likewise we can also show that, for r < s , 
f. * 
Xs:n'Y[r:n](*' " '2.21») 
2k 
X u 
Pr(%s:n 5 =<• ï[r:„] < y) = f I < y|X = t) Jt, u) dt du . 
-00 -00 (2.25) 
3- Exact moments of the concomitants 
By (2.18), (2.20), and (2.2^); we can easily show the following: 
' f E(ï^ 1 = x) Jx) dx 
-00 
Tar(?[r:n]) = f 1 to -
-00 
CO *2 
CO X 
C°Y(%s:n. ?[,:.]) 'I^S ^(ïilXi = t) x) dt dx 
- E(X_._) E(Yr_._-i) (r < s) 
fij .11 .llj 
Cov(X^:^, ï[r:„])= I ^ I %! ' ^ 
-00 
- B(Xr:n) 
(2.26) 
More simply, we can put (2.26) into the following compact forms 
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S(T[r:n]) = ^ [E{T | X = 
® [Var(Y | X = X^.^)] + Var [E(Y | X = X^,^)] 
C°T(7[r:n]'?[s:n]) = Ocv[E(ïlX = E(Y|X = r / s > • (2.27) 
G o y C X a z n '  ^ [ r : n ] ' B f ?  I  %  ^  X y i n ) ]  
ï[r:n])='^°^C'=rm' B(Y 1 % = %?:%)] 
i r # S 
4. Exact distribution of the ranks of concomitants 
Let R denote the rank of Yr -i . Let 
r,n Lr:nJ 
I(x) = I 1 if X > 0 0 if X < 0 
\,n = ^(^[r:n] ' ^[i:n]^ ' 
1—X 
(2.28) 
Since (X_, Y^) i = 1,2,...,n are independent, identically distributed, 
we have for r = 1, 2, ..., n; s = 1, 2, ..., n , 
Pr(R^ ^  = s) = Pr(rank (Y^) = s { rank (x^) = r) for all i= 1.2. • ,n 
For definiteness, ve will assume i = n • The 
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Pr(R^ ^  = s) = Pr(rank (Y^) = s | rank (X^) = r) 
= n Pr(rank (Y^) = s and rank (X^) = r) . (2.29) 
The manner in which the compound event rank (Y^) = s , rank (X^) = r 
can occur is best seen from the following 2x2 frequency table with 
fixed marginals 
> ?» 
k r-l-k 
s-l-k n-r-(s-k-l) 
r-1 
n-r 
s-1 n-s 
Therefore, in view of the fact that (X_, Y^) i = 1, 2, . n-1 are 
independent and identically distributed, we have 
Pr(rank (Y^) = s and rank (X^) = r) 
/?! < ?n' < X.' i 
< ^n' >=1 > ''n' 1 
?1 > ?n' < Xn' 1 
f i " h > ' 
1,.•.,k; 
k4'l, • • •, s—15 
s,...,s-l+(r-k-l); 
I 
B+v r—k-ly, • • •, n-1. ' 
(2.30) 
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k=l 
0f"r"(s"^"l)(x,y) f(x,y) dx dy 
where the 0^ (i = 1, 2, 3, are defined as follows: 
©2.(x,y) = Pr(Y^ < y, < x) = F(x,y) 
Ggfx/y) = Pr(Y^ < y, > x) = Fy(y) - F(x,y) 
GgfXfy) = Pr(Y^ > y, X^ < x) = F^(x) - F(x,y) 
0(^(x,y) = Pr(Yj^ > y, > x) = [1 - F^(x)] - [Fy(y) - F(x,y)] 
> . (2.31) 
Hence, from (2.29) and (2.30), the distribution of R is given by 
r^n 
Pr(R. ,n ->=•> ( ::i )( J- J 
k=l -co -co 
. @n-r-(8-k-l)f(x^y) ax dy 
k -s-l-k _r-l-k 
(2.32) 
where (i = 1, 2, 3 ,  ^ ) are defined in (2.31) . 
From (2.29), we can easily show the following two symmetry properties of 
the distribution of R 
r,n 
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(i) If there exist monotone increasing transformations 
from X to X' and from Y to Y' such that 
the joint pdf g(X', Y') of X' and Y' is 
symmetric (i.e., g(X', Y') = g(Y', X')), then (2.33) 
(ii) If f(x, y) = f(-x, -y), then 
5- Exact moments of the ranks of concomitants 
From (2.28), we have 
n n 
= L Z Pr(Y. < Yr -i and rank (X.) = r) 
i=l .1=1 ^ - [f:"] ) 1=± J = 
n n 
=  2 Z  Pr(Y. <Y. and rank (X.) = r) 
1=1 j=l ^ ^ ^ 
n 
= 2 n Pr(Y^ < Y^ and rank (X^) = r) 
1-1 
n-1 
= 1 + 2 n Pr(Y^ < Y^ and rank (X^) = r) 
1=1 
= 1 + n(n-l) Pr(Y^ < Y^ and rank (X^) = r) . (2.3^) 
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Bat 
Pr(Y^ < and rank (X^) = r) 
= Pr(Y]^ < Y^, (r-1) X.'s < (n-r) X.'s > X^) 
= Pr(Yi < Y^, <X^; (r-2) X.'s < X^, (n-r) X.'s >X^, l=2,...,n-l) 
+ Pr(Yi < Y^, X^ >X^; (r-1) X.'s < X^,(n-r-l)X.'s >X^, 
1=2,' ' • f n—l) 
= ( riz ) f Yi < V *1 < V < %n' ^ r-1, 
X^ > X^, i = r+1, ..n . 
+ ( "Il ) / Ï1 < > x^, < X^, 1 = 2,..., r, 
X^ > X^, i = r+2, .. , n . 
= ( ylg I F(X'y) CFjç(x)]^"^ [1 - F^(x)]'^"^ f(x,y) dx dy 
. 00 00 « _ 
n-2 \ (^ (^ / \ / \nr-lr^ « / X-iU-r-l 
+ ( rli ) J J [Fy(y) - F(x,y)] [F^fx)] " [1 -Fx(x)] 
"00 —00 
• f(x, y) dx dy . 
Hence substituting (2.35) into (2.3^), we have 
(2.35) 
E(E ) = 1 + "f J [ J F(x,y) f(y|x) ây] 
V._oo -co 
^ K J (FyCy) - F(x,y)) f(ylx) dy] fj..n_i(x) dxj . (2.36) 
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Now we shall determine the second moment of the ranks of concomitants. 
From (2.28), we have 
= Cj, «\r=n] " 
= ^ ^  3 X + J. 
l^r Lr.nj Li.nj 
^^^[r:n] " :n]^ 
Then 
E(E=^n' = 3^t®r,n'  ^ -^[r:n]' *[J:n] -
ifjfr 
n 
= 3E(R_ _) - 2 + S 2 Pr(Y, < Y, < Y„ rank (X J = r) 
4=1 i/j/4 * ' 
= 3E(R^ J - 2 + n(n-l)(n-2) Pr(Y^<Y^, rank (X^) = r) . 
(2.37) 
But 
Pr(Y, < Y . Yq < Y . rank (X ) = r) 
• X — n' 2 — n' n 
( I ) Pr(Y, < r, X, > X_^; Yg < ï„, Xj > X^; (r-l)X.'s < X^., 
(n-r-2) X_'s > X^, i = 3, •••, n-l) 
+ ( î ) 5 ï„. < X.: Ï2 5 ï„. Xg > (r-2) %i's < X„> 
(n-r-1) X.'s >X^, i = 3, n-l) 
M I ) Pr(ï^ < ï„, < X^; Yg < Y^, Xg < X^; (r-3) X^'s < X„, 
(n-r) X^'s > X^, i = 3, •••^ n-l) 
= ( 0 ) I I [^(^1 < y, %! > x)]= ( Jli ) [1-Fx(x)]*"^"2 
f(x, y) dx dy 
+ ( 1 ) I I < y, %! < x) < y, > x)( ) 
[1 - F^(x)]°"^"^f(x,y)dx dy 
+ ( 2 ) J J [Pr(Yi < y, X^ < x)]2 ( ^ [3 ) [i _ 
f(x, y) dx dy. (2-38) 
Thus substituting (2.38) into (2.37), we have 
= 3E(R^ J - 2 + n(n-l) Z ( ^ ) [ j"[ jV(x, y) 
^=0 -00 -00 
• [Fy(y) -F(x,y)]^"'^ f(y|x)dy] dx} . (2.39) 
%e variance of R can be determined directly from (2.36) and 
r,n 
(2.39). 
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6. Asymptotic distribution of the concomitants 
The following theorem will be needed for the proofs of the results 
in the rest of this chapter. 
Theorem 2.k: Let x^)} and .. , x^) be cdf's 
defined on the k-dimensional Euclidean space (k > l) . Then 
^n (*1/ converges in distribution to F(x^, ..., x^) as 
n —> 00 if and only if for every bounded continuous function g(x^, .. 
x^) defined on , 
lim J g(xi,...,x%) a Fn(xi'''"'%%) = f âP(x^,...,x^). 
* ~ a* R^ 
Proof : See e.g. Tucker (1967), page 85. 
From (2=23) we have 
:n] -^1' ^[r^:n] -
= ; J n IT(ïj <yjIXj = Xi)fr •••. \) 
-00 -00 ^ 
• dx^ ... dx, 1 k 
r. 
Suppose — —> X. (i = 1, 2, k) as n —with 0 < < 1 . 
Furthermore, we will assume fy(X. ) >0 (i = 1, 2, k) . Then 
(X_ converges in probability to (F^ ^(Xt ),• • • ;F^^(Xi,))' 
x ^  • ijl  ^ i/v -t. /k ik 
as n —> 00 . Since n Pr(Y. < y. jx .  = x.) is a bounded continuous 
i=l 1111 
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function of (x^, Xg, .x^), it follows from Theorem 2.4 that 
n —> 00 1 •' k 1=1 
For easier reference we summarize the preceding result in a theorem. 
Theorem 2.3: Let 1 < r^ < rg < ... < r^ < n be sequences of 
integers such that, as n —> » , — —> with 0 < < 1 and 
fx(>i) >0 (i = 1, 2, ..., k) Then 
n Pr(Yj < yj 1 X, = p-\Xi)) . 
1=1 
(2.40) 
7. Asymptotic distribution of the ranks of concomitants 
From (2.36), the expected rank of is given by 
00 go 
E(Ry^n) J [ f ?(%,?) f(y|x)ay] ^ r-l:n-l^^^ 
(2.41) 
+ J [ J (Fj(y) - F(x,y)) f(y(x) dy] N 
-co -02 
Suppose ^ —> X (0 < X < 1) as n —> œ and f^(X) > G . 'men 
X , , and X , both converge to ^(X) in probability as 
3^ 
00 00 
n—> 00 . Further, clearly, J F C^y) ffyjx) dy and J [Fy(y) - F(x,y)] • 
-00 —00 
f(ylx) dy are both bounded continuous functions of x . Hence, by 
Theorem 2.k and (2.4l), 
lim E ( ^  ) = J Fy(y) f(ylx = F^^(x)) dy . (2.42) 
n —> 00 _oo 
From (2.28), we have 
r,n " ^1^^ 
, ^ , :%:n] 
where 2* denotes summation over all (i^, i,.) with distinct 
_L n. 
components and Y. / Yr n for i = 1, ..., k . Therefore, 
LF'BJ 
E [( ^  n = \ 2* Pr(ïj^ < Y.^ < 
+ 0( i ) . (2.k3) 
Following the similar arguments used in deriving (2.37), we have 
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= Z PR(YI < YJ, YI < Y,, ..., Y, <:%,,, 
&=! 1 2 
rank (X^) = r) 
= n(n-l) ... (n-k) PrCï^ < Y^^, \<\> ..., %%, < Y^, rank(X^) = r) 
= n(n-l) ... (n-k) Pr(Y]^ < Y^, 
(r-l)X^'s <X^, (n-r) X.'s >Xj . 
(2.44) 
Now, note that, for 1 = 1, 2, ..., k , X^ is either less than X^ or 
greater than X^ • For each H , 1 < jl < k , there are ( ^ ) different 
ways that have Ji X^'s less than X^ and (k-4) X^'s greater than 
X . Therefore. 
n 
Yg < Y^, \ < \> (r-1) Xi'8 < X^, (n-r) X.'s >Xj 
k 
''i=0  ^I  ^~ Y^ <Y^ , ^^ n' 
1 — k 5 
^ U"—l-J^)X/s<X^5(n-r-k+j&;X^'s >X^, i = k+1,... ,n-l. / 
= Z ( a )( TXl ) f f [F(x,y)]^ [F„(y)-F(x,,y)]'^--^P (x)]"^-^-! 
Ji=0 -00 -00 
• [1-F^(x)]'^"^"'^"^^ f(x,y) dx dy . (2.4$) 
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Combining (2.43), (2.44) and (2.45), we may write, 
E[( ^  ) ] . "(n-l) • •. (=-k+l) z ( k , ; j. [ j. [F(x,y)]4 
n j&=o  ^ _i _i 
• [Fy(y) - F(x,y)]^"'^ f(ylx)dy] • (n-k)( ) 
. - Fy(x)]*"^^^+^f(x)dx} + 0( i ) X" 'J ' ' ^ n 
. "(n-^) • Ï { ^  ) f{ f[F(x,y)\Fy(y)-F(x,y)]'=-' 
n JL=0 
-co "00 
• f(ylx)dy} • fr_4.n_k(x) dx + 0( ^  ) 
Suppose — —> X (O < X < l) as n —> » and f^(X) > 0 . Then, for 
any fixed k and 0 < jî < k , converges in probability to 
X Fy^(X) as n —. Clearly, for 4 = 1, 2, ..., k , 
J [F(x,y)]^ [Fy(y) - F(x, y)]^"^ f(ylx) dy 
-00 
are bounded continuous functions of x . Hence, again by Theorem 2.4, 
R k k 
^ E [( k ) J'[F(F;^(X),y]tFy(y)-F(F;^(X), y)f 
• f(y|x = f;^Cx)) ay 
co 
= J [Fyfy)] f(ylx = F"^(X)) dy Y 
-00 
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Now, since the limit obtained is the k-th moment of a random variable 
FyCw) , where VT is the conditional random variable Y[X = (x) , 
the boundedness of Fy(Vir) implies that its moments uniquely determine 
Rr n 
its distribution. Thus, the limiting distribution of ^ is given by 
R 
lim Pr( <z) = Pr(W < F^^z)) 
n ' Z» 00 
= Pr(Y <f"^(2)1x = F-^(X)) . 
We summarize the above results in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6: Let {r} be a sequence of integers such that, as 
n —> 00 , - —> X with 0 < X < 1 and f„(X ) > 0 . Then for any fixed 
k > 1 , 
lim E [( ) 3 = J [FY(y)]^ f(y I X = F"\x)) dy (2.46) 
n —^ CO ^ -co 
and 
lim Pr(R „ < nz) = Pr(Y < F^z) j X = F^X)) • (2.4?) 
n 00 ^ ^ 
If F(X, y) is a bivariate normal cdf, then Theorem 2.6 immediately 
leads to (2-11) and (2.12). For easier reference; we shall put these 
results in a corollary. 
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Corollary 2.6: Suppose (X, Y) has a bivariate normal distribution 
with correlation p . Let [r] be a sequence of integers such that as 
n —> 00, ^ —> X with 0 < X < 1 • Then, for any k > 1 , 
lim E [( + P d î(x) (2A8) 
n —> 00 
and 
lim Pr(R < nz) = S( -—) . (2.49) 
n-^oo 
In addition, 
lim E( ) = § ( ) . (2.50) 
W n —> 00 ^ /2 -
Using the same arguments as given in Theorem 2.3, we also have the 
following general theorem which includes Theorem 2.3 as a special case. 
Theorem 2.7' Let {r} and {s} be two sequences of integers such 
that l<r<s<n. If - and — converge to X^ and X^ respec­
tively as n —> 00 with 0 < X^. < \g < 1 , then for any choice i 
(1 < i < n) , 
lira Pr(rank (Y^) < nz [ r < rank (X_) < s) 
n —^ 00 
- -s 
=  X  \  J  My <  F ' \ z )  i X = F^x)) dX . (2.51) 
"^8 Xr 
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D. Equicorrelated Multinormal Case 
Let Xg, X^) and (Y^, Y^, . Y^) be each a set of 
equicorrelated multinomial random variables. Suppose further that, for 
i = 1, 2., n , we may write 
Yi = X. + Z. , (2.52) 
where the are independent of X^ . This implies that (Z^, Z^, 
Z^) is also a set of equicorrelated multinomial random variables. Let 
t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  ( X ^ ,  X g ,  X ^ )  a n d  ( Z ^ ,  Z g ,  . Z ^ )  b e  
respectively N |o, 0^  •. ^ || and ^ | 0, ct| | *. Then X. 
may be generated from random variables X! as follows (e.g., Gupta et al., 
1963) : 
^i " Oi/pf % + (1-Pi)^ Xp > 0; i = 1, 2, n , (2.53) 
where X^, X^, ..., X^ are iid N(0, l) variates, and 
%i " c^((-p^)2 X^ + (l-p^)^ X^) Pj_ < 0; i = 1, 2,..., n , (2.54) 
where Xj, X^, X^ are iid N(0, l) variates, Xq is also N(0,l), 
and 
E(Xj X^^ = 
-(-Pl)2 
(1 - Pi)® 
Likewise, may be written as follows 
Z. = CgCpZ + {1-p^y Z!) Pp > 0; i = 1, 2, n (2.55) 
where Zq, Zj^, Z^ are lid N(0, l) varlates. and 
Zi = Cgff-pgys Z' + (l-pgp z:) Pg < 0; i = 1, 2, n , (2.56) 
where Z|, Z^, •••, Z^ are iid N(0, l) variâtes, Zq is also N(0, l), 
and 
E(7! Z^) = 
- (-PgF 
(l-Pg)^ 
As before, we shall denote the r-th ordered X-variate by , the 
corresponding concomitant Y-variate by , and the rank of 
by Ry ^ . Since (X^, Xg, ..., X^) and (Y^, Yg, ..., Y^) are each 
a set of exchangeable random variables^ follovjing the ssfie arguments for 
obtaining (2.29) and (2.30), we can show that 
Pr(R = s) 
r,n 
8-1 
::i )( K-'A> ^ jh < 1 = 
•^n^ '^1 ^ ^n^ 
\Yj > Y^, X. > X^, i 
1,2,»••,kj 
k+i., •.. ,5-15 
s,...,s-l+(r-k-l); 
s+(r-k-l),•.•,n-l«I 
(2.57) 
1^-1 
X ( ::i )( )(."!,) k) (say) . 
K=1 
We will treat the case > 0 and > 0 . Similar arguments can be 
applied to the other cases. By (2.52), (2.53) and (2.55), we may write 
k) 
Y!<Y^, X^>X;, i 
\Y|>Y^, X|>X^, 1 = 
1, 2, ••'} k; 
k+1, ..., s-1; 
S; ..., s-l+(r-k-l); 
8+(r-k-l), ..., n-l« f 
where YÎ = ff^(l-p^)2 + Ogfl-Pg)^ (i = 1, ..., n) . 
Clearly, the (Xî, Yp (i = 1, 2, ..., n) are independent and have a 
bivariate normal distribution with correlation 
In view of the preceding fact, we have 
l/a2(l-pi) + a^(l-pg) 
PrCRy^n = s) = Pr(rank = s) 
where Yr -, ' is the concomitant Y'-variate associated with X* [r:nj r:n 
Hence the results concerning the ranks of concomitants in the case when 
the (X^, Y^) are iid bivariate normal variates can be applied to the 
Dre sent case. For example. Pr(R - s) and E(R ) are given 
• r,n r.n 
k2 
a^Cl-Pg)^ 
respectively by (2.4) and (2.5) with c = . For easier 
Ol(l-Pl)S 
reference we summarize the preceding result in a theorem. 
Theorem 2.8; Let (X^, Y^) (i = 1, 2, ..., n) be n pairs of 
random variables such that = Xj^ + , where the are independent 
of X^ . Suppose further that the distributions of (X^, Xg, .•., X^) 
and (Z^, Zg, Z^) are respectively N 0, a and 
/ 
N 0; I ^ 1 1 • Then Pr(R^ ^  = s) and E(R^ are given re spec-
Gg/l-p^ys a^(l-p^)^ 
t P2 1 ' ' 
tively by (2.4) and (2.5) with c = ^ (or p = ). 
/a^d-pj +a|(l-p2) 
^3 
III. FLUCTUATIONS IN THE RANKS OF q CUMULATIVE 
SUMS OF RANDOM VARIABLES 
A. Introduction 
Let Yg; ... ; Yg^) and (X^, Xg, ..., X^^) be each a set of 
exchangeable random variables. Further, for each i (i = 1, 2, q), 
we assume that Y^ is linearly related to X^ except for an independent 
error term , that is , 
Yi = X. + Z. (i = 1, 2, ..., q) , (3.1) 
where the are independent of X^^ . Since (Y^, Y^, ..., Y^^) and 
(X^, Xg, ..., Xq^) are each a set of exchangeable random variables so is 
(^1, Zg, ..., Z^) • 
Let X- < „<••.< X„ be the ordered X-variates and l:q — 2:q — — q:q 
^[l*q]' ^ [2"q]' ^[q'q] concomitant Y-variates. Then as 
before, we may write, for r = 1, 2, ..., q , 
= ''r:, + \r] ' (3-2) 
where Zn -i is that Z-variate associated with Yr , and the Zj- -, [rj [r:qj [rj 
(r = 1, 2, ..., q) are independent of the X^.^ . Note that if (Y^, 
Yp, ..., Yg) and (X^, Xg, ..., X^^) are each from a equicorrelated 
multinormal distribution, then as demonstrated in Chapter II, Section D, 
the distribution of the rank of can be reduced to the case where 
Lr :nj 
(X^, Yj^) (i = 1, 2, q) are iid bivariate normal variâtes. 
hk 
Now, suppose we have a sequence of independent sets of exchangeable 
random variables (U. , U_ ..... U ) (a = 1. 2, ... ) . If we let 
la' 2a' ' qa 
n m 
y. = 2 u and X. = 2 U (i = 1, 2, •••> 0.5 n = 1, 2, • • • j m = 1, 2, 
0=1 0^1 
... ; m < n) , then the relation between and is clearly of the 
n 
form (3*1) with Z. = Z U . Hence with the help of the distribution 
^ a=m+l 
theory of the ranks of concomitants, the fluctuations with increasing k 
k 
in the ranks of q sums SU. (i = 1, 2, .q) will be studied in 
a=l 
this chapter. 
In particular, the following prediction problem relating to a Round 
Robin tournament is investigated: At a certain stage of a Round Robin 
tournament among q teams of similar caliber, if team i has rank r , 
what are its expected rank and the probability that it will have rank s 
at the end of the tournament? As will be shown, the results for the 
distribution of the ranks of concomitants and the expected ranks of 
concomitants, in the bivariate normal case, can be used here. We shall 
also consider the case when a superior team is present. In this case, 
the problems of predicting the rank and of selection of the superior 
team are studied. 
With a slight change of terminology, the Round Robin tournament 
situation may be transformed into a "balanced paired-comparison experi­
ment," with the roles of teams in the tournament being analogous to those 
of the objects compared in the paired-comparison experiment. In a 
1^5 
balanced paired-comparison experiment of q objects (which may be items, 
treatments, stimuli, etc.) 0^, 0^, 0^ , each object is compared with 
every other object equally often. The basic unit of such an experiment 
is the comparison of object 0. and 0. (i / j, i,j = 1, 2, ..., q) by 
i J 
a judge who will express a preference for object 0^ with probability 
TT.. and for object 0. with probability rr.. = 1 - TT. . • Ties are for-
J J i 
bidden and the preference probabilities are assumed constant over replica­
tions. The method was first introduced by Fechner (i860) and later formal­
ized and generalized by Thurstone (1927). Since then, the method of paired 
comparisons has interested scientists of different fields, e.g., psycholo­
gists, economists, and sociologists- However, in the present study, since 
the language of sport for a Round Robin tournament is familiar to most 
people and the problem considered here is more meaningful in the Round 
Robin tournament context, we shall formulate our problem in a Round Robin 
tournament set-up. 
B. General Theory 
The following theorem will be needed for obtaining some of the 
asymptotic results in this chapter. 
Theorem 3.1: Let (n = 1, 2, ...) and X be random vectors 
in Euclidean q-space. Then X^ converges to X in distribution as 
n —> œ iff lim Pr(X^ e A) = Pr(X e A) for every Borel set A 
such that Pr(aA) = 0 , where BA is the boundary of A . (A proof can 
be found in Billingsley (1968), Theorem 2.1, page 11.) 
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(a = 1, 2, ... ) "be a sequence of 
independent sets of exchangeable random variables such that the Central 
limit Theorem holds for this sequence of q-tuples of random variables-
More specifically, we will assume, as n —> » , that the limiting dis­
tribution of 
^ , : 
I a=l /T a=l 
Ë ' V - V 
CK=1 CT  ^ /rT 
is Nq I 0, 
1 , p*] 
p* 1 
, where for each a and i (a= 1, 2, i = 
1, 2, ..., q), = E(U^^) and = Var(U^^) . 
k k 
Let r ( Z U. ) denote the rank of S U. among the q cumula-
a=l la' a=l la 
tive sums of random variables Z U. (i = 1, 2, ..., q) • Our objective 
Q!=l la 
here is to find approximately for sufficiently large n and m (m < n) 
and i,r,s = 1, 2, ..., q , 
Pr(r( S U ) = s 1 r( S U ) = r) 
0^1 c^l 
(3-3) 
n m 
and the expected rank of Z U. given that the rank of Z U. is 
a=l c^l 
equal to r . 
Let 
•^i 
n 
(%=1 
m (U, la 
0=1 /m" 
CtllU 
? ("ia -
OJ=in+l cr^/m" 
(3.4) 
1+T 
Then clearly, (U^, and (V^, Vg, ..., each form 
a set of exchangeable random variables and for i = 1, 2, .q , 
= "i + V; , (3-5) 
where and are independent. Clearly from (3»^)? we have, for 
i = 1, 2, ..., q , 
n m 
Pr(r( 2 U ) = s 1 r( E U ) = r) 
(%=! CK=1 
= Pr(rank (T^) = s j rank (U^) = r) 
= q Pr(rank (ï\) = s and rank (U^) = r) . (3'6) 
Since (U^, Ug, and (T^, ..., T^) are each a set of 
exchangeable random variables, following the same arguments for obtaining 
(2.30), we can show that, for i = 1, 2, ..., q , 
Pr(rank (T^) = s and rank (U^) = r) 
= Pr(rank (T ) = s and rank (U ) = r) 
q/ q/ (3.7) 
= s:l)( £ T,, "i < U, , i = 1, -, 1^; ^ 
T, < T„, U, >U., 1 = k+1 s-1: 
U J- M. 
^i ^  ^i - ^q^ i = s,...,s-l+(r-k-l); 
\ T. > T^, U. > U^, i = s+(r-k-l),...,q-l. 
itS 
3/::i K=1 
By (3'5), we can write 
\ (s, k) = 
^i 
-
Ui - Uq 1 II
 
^i - ^g. ^i i — 2.^ • • • ^ 8"1) 
^i "V ^ i ^Uq i 
= s, ..., s-l(r-k-l); 
^i ^i ^ Uq i = 8+(r-k-l), q-1 
\ 
• (3.8) 
By assumption, (3'^), and the fact that and are independent, 
as m,n—> and ^ —>X (O < X < l), (U^y Ug, ..., V^, •••, 
Vq)' converges in distribution to (X^, Xg, X^^, Z^, Zg, ..., Z^)', 
where (X^, Xg, X^^, Z^, Zg, ..., Z^)' has multinormal 
%i 2, 
i>n 
fCOJ 
\ 
distribution. Then by Theorem 3-1, 
as m,n —> <» and - —> X (0 < X < l) 
k9 
lim P*(s, k) 
m.n —> 00 
Pr + ^ 1 h 
< \  i II H 
4Zi h >v i — ••• y s 
+ Zl 
-V <v i = •••J s-1 
Ui * h >v i = s+(r-k-l), 
(3.9) 
= P(s, k) (say) . 
From (3.6)-(3"9), if we let ^ —> \  ( O  <  X  <  l )  as m , n  —><» , then 
n m 
lim Pr(r( Z U ) = s [ r( 2 U. ) = r) 
m,n 00 05=1 ot=l 
s-1 
= q 2 ( )( )(r-i!k) P(8, k) (i,r,8 = 1,2,...,%) . (3.IO) 
k=l 
Letting (i = 1, 2, ..., q) , the right-hand side of (3.IO) 
is identical with that of (2.57) with n = q , and also (X^, Y^) 
(i = 1, 2, ...J q) satisfies the conditions described in Chapter II, 
Section D. Hence by Theorem 2.8, the asymptotic value of (3-3) and of 
its expected rank are given by (2.^) and (2.$), respectively with 
c = (or p = /X" ) and n = q . 
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C. Prediction Problems in a Round Robin Tournament 
1. Preliminary formulation 
a. General model and assumptions We start with the formulation 
of a mathematical model for the physical situation describing a Round 
Robin tournament. The development here will follow closely Section Two 
of Trawinski and David (1963). 
Suppose we have a Round Robin tournament among q. teams, Ag, 
.Aq^ and the tournament will be replicated n times. In each tourna­
ment, each team (i = 1, 2, ..., q) plays eveiy other team once, 
and thus it consists of ^(q-l) matches. We shall also assume that 
ties are forbidden. 
Let be a characteristic random variable corresponding to the 
outcome of the match between A^ and A^ in the a-th replication. 
= 
1 if A. —> A. (i,j = 1, 2, ..., q, 1 / j) 
J- J 
0 if A. —> A. 
J X 
where A. —> A. denotes A. defeating A. . We assume that there is no 
1 J 1 J 
replication effect, and that all §nq(q-l) matches are independent. The 
probability TT. . of A. defeating A. is Pr(l. . = l) = TT. . and of 1 J ija ij 
A. being defeated by A. is Pr(l. =„, = O) = 1 - TT. ^  = rr,. . The total 
1 0 -iJU' ij Jj-
scores of team A^ after n replications is given by 
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where denotes the score of in the a-th replication, and 2' 
indicates summation over all j excluding j=i . 
b. Joint distribution of the scores Let a (r > s) be the 
rs 
number of times team defeating A^ in n matches. In view of our 
assumptions, the are independent and their joint distribution is 
therefore given by 
q. n a n-a 
(^^ qq-1' ^ qq.-2' ' 1^^  "  ^  ^ a  ^
r > s rs 
rs sr 
(3.11) 
Since the scores may be expressed as 
\ = \l + V ••• + "m-i 
Vl = Vll + "q-12 + + Gq-1 Î-2 " 
a^ = (n-Q^^) + (n-o^^) + ... + (n-a^^) 
(3.12) 
it follows that the joint distribution of any u < q scores is given by 
summing (3*11) subject to the restriction of the u scores imposed by 
(3.12); in particular, if u = q the probability function of the vector 
of scores, a = (a^, a^, .... a ) may be written as 
^ n a n-a 
f(a: c(n )) = E n ( ) TT TT (3.13) 
r>s 
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where C(n..) stands for the configuration of the probabilities rr.. , ij 
and denotes the restriction (3«12). If the q. teams are of similar 
caliber, (3*13) becomes 
f(a; c(|)) = 2 : ( ^ ) (3.1^) 
r>s rs 
and hence f(a; c(§)) must be a symmetric function of the scores (a^y 
ag; " ' ", a-q) • 
c. The variances and covariances of the scores The variance and 
covariances of the scores are important in the determination of the 
asymptotic distribution of the scores as n —<» • Clearly we have 
G(lijo) = "ij = "ij - "ij) 
= f "13 = f "13 ' "ij' ' 
J  J 
To find the covariance of a^^^ and a^.^ (i ^  j) consider the 
variance of - a^^ , taking 1=1 and j =q. for convenience- Then 
var(aj^ - = Var(J^ 
q-1 
^k=2 ~ 
q-l 
= ^^2 (^Ik ^ kl + V ^ "iq V 
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= Var{a^^) + Var{a^^) + 2 . 
Thus Cov(a^Q,, = -tt^^ • From the independence of replications 
it follows that 
q 
Var(a^) = n Z , Cov(a^, a^) = -n tTj_^ • (3-15) 
Of special interest here is the vector of differences of scores, 
d. = (d^, dg, ..., d where d^ = a^ - a 
(i = 1, 2, .q-l) . Then d^ has mean 
q.-l 
«1 = "ik • V' (3'lG) 
k=2 k=l 
and variance 
"Il = "ik "kl V V "14 • (3-17) 
The covariance of d^ and dg can be written as 
Var(a ) - Cov(a^, a ) - Cov(a , a^) + Cov(a^, a^) 
Hence from (3.15)^ the covariance of d^^ and dg is 
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q-1 
Va ° " '"fel * ("iq V + "sq V - "12 "ai'^ • <3-18) 
2. Round Robin tournament among q teams of similar caliber 
Suppose we have a Round Robin tournament among q teams of similar 
caliber and the tournament among the same q teams will be repeated n 
times. The following prediction problem is investigated: If after the 
first m replications of the tournament, team i has rank r , then 
what are its expected rank and the probability of having rank s after 
n replication (n > m)? Here, when we say "team i has rank r, " we mean 
that there are exactly r teams having total number of wins less than or 
equal to that of team i . Hence, in other words, we wish to find, for 
i,r,s = 1, 2, •*') q ) 
n m 
Pr(rank ( S a ) - s { rank ( S a ) = r) (3-19) 
a=l c%=l 
n m 
and the expected rank of Z a. given that the rank of S a. is r . 
a=l c^l 
Since the q teams are of similar caliber, n.. = % (i,j = 1, 2, ]-0 
. q ;  1  /  j )  a n d  t h u s  b y  ( 3 ' l 4 ) ,  f o r  e a c h  a  ( a =  1 ,  2 ,  . . . . )  ,  
(a^Q,, a^Q,, ..., a^^^) form an exchangeable set of variates. Further, 
clearly, for each i (i = 1, 2, ..., q) a^^ (a = 1, 2, ..., n) are n 
independent binomial B (§, q-l) variates. Hence Efa^^,) = %(q-l) , 
Var(a^g) = ^ (q-l) , and by (3'15) the common correlation between a^ 
and a^^ (i ^  j) is -( ) • It follows from the independence of 
replications and the multivariate central limit theorem that the limiting 
distribution of 
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n (a, - l(q-l)) 
2 Z 
a=l yn(q-l) 
2 E ^ 
a=l /n(q-l) 
as n 
r  
1, p* 
is N 0, . q 
.  p *  1 
, where P* = - ^  • Hence { a^^, 
''\a ^ 
satisfies the conditions of [U^g, Ug^, .described in Section B 
of this chapter. Applying the general result for the fluctuations in the 
ranks of cumultative sums of random variables established in Section B, 
we can show that the asymptotic value of (3.19) and of its expected rank 
are given by (2.^) and (2.5), respectively with c = (or p = /X~ ) 
and n = q. . Hence the results relating to the ranks of concomitants in 
the bivariate normal case can be applied here and the tables of the 
probability distribution of R and of the expected rank of R 
r,q, ^ r,q 
constructed by O'Connell (197^) can be used. 
3- Round Robin tournament among q teams in the presence of a superior 
team 
Assume that the teams A^ (i = 1, 2, ..., q) are all equal, with the 
exception of a single superior team. Suppose team A^^ is the superior 
team, then we have 
"W " " ' j = 1, 2, ..., q-1 
"ij = i j - 2, q-1; i / j ' 
We are interested in the following two problems: 
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(i) If after m replications of the tournament, the superior 
team has rank r , then what is the probability that it 
will have rank s after n replications (n >m)? 
(ii) Suppose we do not know that team is the superior 
team. Let S be a subset of k^, ..., A^^] which 
is selected by decision rule Retain in S only those 
teams A. for which a. > a - v , where v is a pre-1 1 — max ' ^ 
specified non-negative integer and a^^ is the maximum 
score. Suppose after m replications of the tournament, 
the decision rule R leads to probability p, (say) of 
^1 
including the superior team, that is, Pr(a^ > a^^^ - v^) 
= p^ . Then with decision rule R^ , what is the proba­
bility that the superior team will be selected after n 
replications (n > m) of the tournament? 
n m n 
Let T. = Z a. , U. = S a. and V. = 2 a. . Then clearly, 
o-l 1 0*1 IG ^ c^m+1 
for i = 1, 2, ..., q , 
^1 - ' 
and and are independent. In terms of T^ and , (i) and 
(ii) can be represented by the following probability statements: 
(i) Pr(rank (T^) = s \ rank (U^) = r) = ? (3-20) 
(ii) Pr{T^ > - vgl - ? (3.21) 
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where 
(Tl) "max - , ' 
1 <1 <q 
From (3«13); the joint distribution of q scores (a^, a.^, . a^^) may­
be written as 
f(a) = 2-=( V) { s n ( " )) . 
P r > S "^rs 
n 
Hence we see from the above that a^-a^, •••, form a set 
of exchangeable variates. Thus \-l"^q^ ' 
Ug-U^; ..., U^_i-Uq) and each form a set 
of exchangeable variates. Hence, as before, we may write 
Pr (rank (T^^) = s \ rank (U^^) = r) 
Pr(rank (T^) = s and rank (U^) = r)/Pr(rank (U^) = r) 
M )( f ("q) • 
K—X 
(3.22) 
Pr /"l 
- V "i • 
\ < 0, 
-"q <0, 
i = 
"l - "q + \ < °'h -"q >0, 
1 = 
"i 
- V -\ > "i <0, i = \«1 
- V • i • "q > "l " \ >0, i = 
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= gli )( (U^) = r)]"^ ' P*(s, k) (say) . 
Let 
^ = q(n - i) ^ 
= [(q.+2) TTCI-TT) + ^  (q-2)] \ . (3*23) 
PTJ^ - [(Q+L) 71(1-17) - ^  ] ^ 
Then from (3«l6), (3.I7) and (3*18) we have, for 1 = 1, 2, ..., q , 
E(U^ - Uq^) = -mji 
Var(U. - U„) = mo^ 
1 q. 
COV(U^ - U^, UJ - U^) = MCR^p i / J 
E(V^ - Vq^) = -(n-m)|j. 
Var(V^ - Vq^) = (n-m)a^ 
Cov(V. - V^, Vj - V^) = (n-m)o^p i ^ j • 
Let ^ —> X (0 < X < 1) as m,n —> <» . Then, it follows from the 
multivariate central limit theorem that the limiting distribution of 
ITI- -II +rau U . -U + mu 
I ^ ^ • 
\ ajm a / m 
Vi-Vq + (n-m)u V__.-V_ + (n-m)^i j 
a / n-m cr / n-m / 
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as n,m * is Ngq-sl 
il-O 
0 
, where t 
/ 
Upon writing P* (s, k) as 
P* (s, k) = 
n 
, U.-U +mji V.-V^ + (n-m)|i U.-U +ni|j, /mil 
Pr/ + < KM 
- 0 ' 
a a y/^ a /m" a 
1 — 2^ •••^ k I 
U.-U +in|i V.-V +(n-in)n U.-U +in|i /m |i 
1 (1 I 1 ^ - nu Id 
0 /m" a /m" o /m" o /m" ' — CT ' 
i = k+1, .8-1; 
U.-U +inji V.+ (n-m)p U.-U +inu Jmji 
1 1 d > nn ^ 1 q ^ 
cr a a /m" a /m" — a 
i = s, ..., s-l+(r-k-l) 
U.-U +1% V.-V„ + (n-iii)fi U.-U +inia /mji 
1 q ^ I X q ' ^ nii JL_a__ > _____ 
ff /m" a /nT a \/m" a /m" 
i = 8+(r-k-l),...,g-l 
we see that for m,n sufficiently large, 
6o 
P* (s, k) 
Pr /X^ + Z! < A, X! < 6, 1 = 1, k ; 
XÎ + Z[ < A, Xj > 6, i = k+1, ..8-1; 
X^ + z: > A, X' <8, 1 = 8, s-l+(r-k-l); 
\ X^ + > 6, Xj > 6, 1 = s+(r-k-l), ..., q-1 . / 
where A - ^ ~ a ' ^^1^ ^2' '''' ^ q-1' ^ 1^ ^2' ^q-i^' /m cj 4. 4. 
v/m 
(3.2k) 
distributed according to N ^ I 0 , ; and 
means approximately equal to • Since by (3.23)  p > 0 iff -^ < rr < 
i ) , it is reasonable to assume that p > 0 . Then XÎ and 
Z^ (i = 1, 2, q) can be generated by iid N(0, l) variates as 
follows fe.e.. Cnnta. mt al. . ? 
X^ = (l-p)%C^ + P%Q, where X^,...,X^_^y X^ are iid N(0, l) variates. 
ZÎ = t((1-p)^Z^ + p'Zq),where Z^y...,2 Zq are iid n(0, l) variates. 
In terms of these iid N(0, l) variates, we may write 
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P* (s, k) 
n 
Pr j (l-p)%. + p%Q + t(1-p)2Z^ + tp Z^q < h, (l-p)%. + P®Xq < 6 
Î = 1^ m • m y k J 
(l-p)%. + p^Q + T(1-PPZ. + TP^ZQ < A, (1-pA. + p%Q > 6 , 
1 — m • • y 8"1) 
(L-p)%. + P% + T(1-P)^ Z. + TP% > A, (L-p)%. + P%Q < 6 , 
i = 8, .s-l+(r-k-l); 
U-P)^. + P%Q + T(1-P)^ Z. + TP% > A, (1-p)^. + P% > 6 , 
i = s+(r-k-l), .. q.-l . 
(3-25) 
= P(8, k) (say) . 
Let X = - ( XG and Z = -T( Z^ . Then we may write 
p(s^ k) = 
[Pr(X^ - X + TZ > —^ + Z, X - X ^ < 0)]^"^"^ 
1 1 (1-p)* 1 (i-p)s -
[Pr(X - X + TZ > —^ + z, - X ^ > o)]9-R-(8-K-L) 
1 1 (l-p)5 1 (l_p)S 
( )T-1 . )& x) )& z) dx dz . 
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Letting T = X, - r it can be easily shown that 
(l-p)^ 
r(s,k) . ( 1:2 ) T-i f fej(x, z )  z) z) 
«00 -co 
©J'r"(s"^"l)(x,z) jiJ(( Fx)0(t ^ )^z) dx dz, 
(3.26) 
where 9^(x,z) (i = 1, 2, 3; are defined as follows; 
GL(x, z) = r §(T"^( ^  \ +z -t)) 0(x + t + —R 
-oo (1-p)^ (l-p)® 
9_(x, z) = {* #(T ^(— T+z - t)) 0(x + t + —r )&t 
d. 'i 1^ fl_nY2 (1-p)' (1-pyi 
\ ' (3.27) 
8q(x, z) = r [1 - ^ " 1 + z -1))] 0(x + t +—^-r) 
^ -œ (1-p)^ (l-p)S 
%(x, z) = J [1 - $(T ^ " i +Z -t))] 0(x + t + " 1 
^ / (1-p)* (i-pys 
+ Y)dt 
J 
Likewise, for m and n sufficiently large. 
Pr(rank (U^^) = r) 
= Pr((r-l)(U. - Uq)'s < 0 and (q-r)( U. - U^)'s > O) 
= ( ) Pr(u. - Uq < 0, i = l,2,...,r-l; U. - > 0, i=r,...,q-l) 
~ ) Pr(X! < 6, i = l,2,...,r-l; X' > Ô, i = r,...,q-l) 
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(J^i) Pr((l-p)%. + p% < 6, 1 = 
(l-p)%^ + p^Q > 5, 1 = r,...,q-l) 
• ( ^  )* 0(( ^  )* x) ax . (3.28) 
Hence from (3*22), (3«2'<-), (3*25), (3-26) and (3.28), we have, for m and 
n  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  a n d  r , 8  =  1 ,  2 ,  . q  ,  
n m 
Pr(rank ( Z a ) = s ) rank ( Z a ) = r) 
a=l a=l 
fs-1 ^k=l ^  (Ti) ( ) ( r % k )  M  )- " ' ® ï  
• 0a ^  )" X) 0(T-1( ije )= z) dx cJl / 
( ) r ( ^  )*[*( - x)f-l[l-ï( ^  - x)]9-r 
_= ^ (l-p)S (l-p)S 
Ç^(( x) dx \ > (3-29) 
where 0^ (i = 1, 2, 3, are defined as in (3'27) and T 
For the special case s = q and r = q , we have 
6k 
n m 
Pr(rank ( 2 a ) = q | rank ( E a. ) = q) 
ct=l ^ a=l 
~ J J  ^   ^(^ (( ^  x) 0(t  ^)® 2) dx dz 
—00 —00 
j" ( )= [J ( _§_ .x)]S-i 0(( )* x) ax 
" P P 
(3.30) 
n 
For illustration and to see how the probability P = Pr(rank ( 2 a ) 
^ 0^1 ^  
m 
= q 1 rank ( E a ) = q) increases as n approaches one, we have 
0^1 
computed its approximate value (3.30) for q = 3(2)9, n = 10, 
^ ~ n ~ ^'5 and rr = 0.5(0.05)0.8. The following are the computed 
values : 
TT 0.5 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0=75 0.80 
^3 
0.644 0.760 0.854 0.923 0.967 0.989 0.997 
P_ 
? 
0.539 0.710 0.847 0.935 0.980 0.996 0.999 
0.483 0.694 0.858 0.952 0.989 0.998 0.999 
^9 
0.446 0.690 0.873 0.966 0.995 0.999 0.999 
Hence we see that P^^ is a decreasing 
and an increasing function of q for 
Next, we will turn to determining 
function of q for rr = O.5, O.55 
TT = 0.65(0.05)0.8. 
the probability 
^ W - -2 I - vi) (3-31) 
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Upon writing the above probability in the following form 
2 ^-ax - -2 i V 
Pr(U. - Uq + Vj - Vq < Vg, Uj - < v^, i = 1, 2, q-l) 
Pr(U. - Uq < i = 1, 2, q-l) 
it is clear that (3*3l) is approximately equal to (3«30) for n and m 
sufficiently large, with 
Vp + n|j. V-, + irijj, 
A = — and 6 = — 
a /m" a 
Note that for r,s =1, 2,..., q-l, the limiting values of the 
numerator and denominator of (3'29), as m,n —> and ^ —>X 
(O < X < l) , are both zero. However for s = q and r = q , the 
numerator and denominator both tend to one as m,n —> œ and ^ > X 
(O < X < l) , and hcncc (3-30) tends to one. To avoid these awkward 
situations, we shall let rr (> |-) converge to % at the rate of n"^ , 
that is, letting rr = , where uu is some fixed constant. From 
(3'23), we have 
n^ 
M = q(TT - i) 
= [(q+2) IT(I-TT) + ^  (q-2)] , 
pu^ - [(q+l) Ti(l-n) - ^ J , 
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û = -EJL-
./F a 
/m" n 
6 = 
- iK 
m 
Hence we have 
5> CO g X / • \ ^  P = q -y ; 0= = 2 q - (q+2) — 
Ts 
pa^ = [(q+l)( ^  ^ ) - ^  ] = ^ q - (q+1) \ 
2 
p = Cl -1 (q+1) ^  ] [1 -1 (q+2) ^  ^ 
1 _ I (q+i) ^  ^ (q+2) ^  + 0( — ) 
~2 
=  2 " ^ + 0 ( ~ )  
^ n^ 
A=/T ^  ^  
'n 
gj^ 
\ •£ 
"n 
(k)^ [1 TTZITTFTÎ q n ^ 
= ( )^ lu [1 + ^  (q+2) ^  + 0( -^ )] . 
n TT 
Thus as m,n —> » and = — —> X (O <X < l) , the limiting values 
of p; A, and 6 are respectively 
Pn = % , = ("4^)^ m , and 6 = X • 
V ^ V A Ou 
6? 
Hence, under the assumption that ir = % + -^ , we have, by Theorem 3.I, 
n^ 
as n,m —> » and ^ —> \ (0 < X < l) , 
n m 
lîm Pr(rank ( E a, ) = s | rank ( Z a ) = r) 
m,n —> » a=l o^l 
defined as follows 
0*(x, z) = J §(T"^(2^(AQ - 6Q) + Z - t)) 0(x + t + 225o)dt 
-00 
Qgfx, z) = J ^(t ^{2^{ùiQ - 6q) + z - t)) 0(x + t + 2^6Q)dt 
0 
* 0 _ 1 ^ 
z) = J[1-®(T" (2^(AQ - 6Q) + Z - t))] 0(x + t + 2^6Q)dt 
—00 
•X*, . ^ —1 X- 1 
9^(x, z) = J [1 - §(T"""(2S(AQ - 6Q) + Z - t))] 0(x + t +22g^)dt. 
0 
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Round Robin tournament among g teams of similar caliber when q is 
large 
From Section C-2 of this chapter, we see that as m,n —> œ and 
m 
^ > X (0 < X < l) , we have, for i = 1, 2, ..., q , 
n m 
lim Pr(rank ( Z a. ) = s \ rank ( Z a. ) = r) 
m,n —> 00 a=l co=l 
= Pr(rank (Y^) = s | rank (X_) = r ) 
where (X^, Y^) 1 = 1, 2, .q are independently distributed according 
to bivariate normal NgCC ^ ), ( ^ ^ )) with p = /X" • By Corollary 
2.6, as q —> CO and ^ (O < < l) , 
1 - § [ 
r^(z) - p $"^(x^) 
and 
llm Pr(E > qz) 
S \ /ir? 
i m  E ( % i )  ^  
q —> 00 \ /2 - ,2 
Thus, for m,n (m < n), and q sufficiently large and any choice i 
(i =1; 2, ••') q) , 
n m 
Pr(rank ( 2 a. ) > si rank ( 2 a. ) = r) 
a=l lo' - o=l iG 
n m 
and the expected rank of E a. given that the rank of S a. is r 
a=l a=l 
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can be approximated respectively by 
1 - $ 
- /r 
/ i - x  
and 
q • # 
/T r^(x^) 
(2 - X) F 
where X = ^  , ^s = S+T " ^  X, = ^;ï 
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IV. THE MULTIVARIATE GENERALIZATION OF THE THEORY 
OF CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS 
A. Introduct ion 
Let Xpj^, Y^)' (i = 1, 2, .. n) be a random 
sample of n (p+l)-dimensional (p > l) random vectors drawn from 
some multivariate distribution. Let, for each j (j = 1, 2, ..., p), 
X./_\ be the r-th order statistic of X.^, X._, .... X. • We denote 
Jlr; jl jn 
the Y-variate corresponding to (X^^^ y Xg^^ y ..., X^^^ j) by 
Yr^ ^ and call this the concomitant of (X,/ X„/ .... 
L l'"""' p Slrg)' 
''p(rp)' • 
Suppose Y^ (i = 1, 2, ..., n) is linearly related to X^^, 
..., Xp^, apart from an independent error term, and may be expressed 
in the form 
Ti = Po + Pfli + ^ ' (4-1) 
where Z. is independent of (X,., X_., ..., X .) and the Z. are iid 
•L XX C.X pi 1 
variates. Let Zp -, be that Z. corresponding to (X,/ 
Lr^,...,rpj 1 
^2(r )' ^p(r )) ' Then, since the orderings of X^^, X^^, ..., X^^ 
(i = 1, 2, ..., n) cannot affect the distributional properties of the 
S. , we may write 
^[r^,...,rp:n] ^0 ^A(r^) + *•• + ^ p^pCr^) ' 
(4.2) 
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where Zr -, are iid variates having the same distribution as 
Lr^,•••,ZLj 
and are independent of y y •••, X^^^ j) • Suppose, 
for each i (i = 1, 2, n) , X^^, .X^^, Y^)' follows 
a multivariate normal distribution with mean 
and covariance matrix 
Z = 
^XX ^XY 
T ' 
XY 
where is the covariance matrix of (X^j^, X^^, X^^^) , is 
the covariance matrix of Y and (X^, X^, •••, X^) and is the 
v a r i a n c e  o f  Y  .  T h e n ,  f o r  i  =  1 ,  2 ,  . n ,  
Y. = Ii„ + E,'„, ici (X, - n  ^) + z, 
X X A1 AA —X — A X 
(k.3) 
where X. = (X^^, Xg^, X^.)' and = (|i^, Pp)' • 
Hence in this case , 
(Pl' ^ 2' Pp)' " % 
-1 
'XX 
ik.k) 
^0 ^Y ^XY ^ XX -X 
and Zr -, are iid with normal N(0, a^) distribution, where 
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^XY * 
In this chapter, we shall assume the above normality condition. 
However, much of what is to be said remains valid under milder restric­
tions. 
The main emphasis in this chapter is on obtaining the asymptotic dis­
tribution of Yr -, and the rank of Yr . i as n —> œ. [ri,...,rp:n] [r^.-.^rpinj 
In the last section, we will work out the exact distribution of the rank 
B. Asymptotic Theory of the Concomitants 
1. Asymptotic distribution of the concomitants 
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that the (i = 1, 2, 
..., p) are standardized variates with means zero and variances one. 
Then the representation (^.2) immediately leads to the following results: 
"Rl(Y- -,^= ij__+ R. ti 
:nj' 'i -r.:n 
Var(Y ) = Z pf + 2 S p. p. a (r. ,r.:n) + erf 
Gov 
[ri^.-.^rp-.n]^ i^l i r^:n 
P 
:nl) " . 
P 
i/k 
Cov(Yr Y [s^,...,s :n]' [r^;---,r :n] 
P 
.„-,)= 2 pf a (s. ,r. :n) 
i=l 1 1 1' 1 
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for (s^, .Sp) / (r^, Tp) , 
where 
^ ~ ' • • }  p) >  
a 2 r:n " (i = 1, 2, ..., p) , 
Oj(s,r:n) = Cov(X^^g^, ^ i(r)^ (s ^  r) , 
c^ij(s;r:n) = Cov(X_(g), ^ j(r)^ (1 / j) • 
Let 
* 
\ri,...,rp;n] ^[r^,...^r^cn] " ®^\r^,...,rp;n]^ 
" ^ r.:n) ^[r^,.--,r ] (4.6) 
Since, for all r. (i = 1, 2, ..., p), lim = 0 , by Schwarz ' 
^  n  — ^ i ' ^  
inequality lim a,^(r.,r^:n) = 0 . It follows that 
P 
a __> = iJ 1' J 
lim Var ( Ë p.X./ %) = 0 and the summation term on the right-hand 
n —» 00 1=1 1 il^i/ 
side of (4.6) converges to zero in probability as n —> œ . Hence 
* 
Yr n converges in distribution to Zp , as n —> œ 
LZÏ'''''fp:n] Lri,'"',rp] 
More generally, for any set of k constants a^, a^, .a^ and k 
p-tuples of positive integers r^\ r^"^^) (a = 1, 2, .. 
/ • - . X  /  ^  \  / , \  
where, for each i (i = 1, 2, ..., p), r^^^, r^^^, ..., r^^'' are k 
7% 
distinct positive integers between 1 and n , we have, from (4.2) and 
(k.6) , 
k 
+ Z a.. Z 
a: ..., rW:n] 
Since 
P 
and lim Var [ Z p. X , \ ] = 0 (a = 1, 2, •••,k) , 
n-^o= i=l ^ i(rp) 
P P , 
Z a r Z p.(x / \) - f \ ] converge s to zero in probability as 
n—> 00 . Thus, as n—, Z a Y [/ \ / \ ] converges in 
(%=! ^ 4 
distribution to Z a Z / % f \ ' This shows that asymptotically 
a=l" [ r|G' , . . . , r(o)] 
Y* / N / \ (a= 1, 2, ..., k) are independent and identically 
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distributed normal N(0, cr|) variates. Therefore we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem ^ .1: Let r^^^) (a= 1, 2, k) be 
any k (fixed) p-tuple s of positive integers such that 1 < r^'^^ < n 
— 1 — 
(i = 1, 2, . t.; p; a= 1, 2, .k) and for each i (i = 1, 2, p), 
r(^) / r^^) for all 1 < jJ ^ h < k . Then, 11 — ' — ' 
. ^  .... 
^ / -1 \ 
n #(o X ) 
0^1 Z G 
With a slight modification, we have the following corollary to 
Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 4.1: Let r^^^, ..., r^^^) (a = 1, 2, ..., k) be 
a ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ — L n "rjn .ir* • m /• ^ «"> 
acxxxica tta xu xacureiu ^  «-l- xi lur eacn i ana u ( i = P5 
rÇo) 
a = 1, 2, ..., k), (0 < xjo) < 1) as n 00, then 
-1/ 
-1/v (a)" 
n $[*% (x - Po - z p 
a=l ^ o u 1 1 
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Proof: For a = 1, 2, k , we may write 
'[rW J ' 
1 ' ^ P 11 1 
' '[rW, ..., rW] 
Under the given condition, for each a (a= 1, 2, k) , 
P 
Z 3. (X f\ - |i / \ ) converges to zero in probability and 
i=l 1 i(rp) rp:n 
fi ( \ —> as n —>08 . Hence we have the result. 
r^G:/ :n ^ 
2. Asymptotic distribution of the ranks of concomitants 
Since the rank of Yr ^ is location and scale invariant, 
we can assume the X's and Y are standardized variates. Let 
denote the correlation matrix of Xg, .. X^) and the correla' 
tion matrix of Y and (X^, Xg, ..X^). Then Pg, .. = 
iÇj , Bo = 0 , and .| = 1 - iÇj . lat 
the rank of Yr, , . n. Then the asymptotic distribution of 
Lt^j '  '  • }  'tp 'Hj 
Rr. , is given in the following theorem. 
Lt^, ..•, Up.nj 
t. 
Theorem h.2i Suppose = (i - 1, 2, ..., p) as n—> 
and 0 < X. < 1 . Let Ç ..., $"^(Xp))' • Then, 
be 
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^ t :n] 
n —> 00 ^1' p 
= $[($'^(X) - £• (0<X<1) (4.7) 
Proof: Clearly the result is true for X = 0 or X = 1 . Hence 
we may assume 0 < X < 1 • Let s = [ nX ] , where [ nX ] denote the 
largest integer less than or equal to nX • Then 
tp:n] ^  Si) 
..., tp:n] -
^^^[t t :n] - ^8:n) 
^1' ' P 
= Pr(Y, 
t^^n] - ^tj:n ^5:n/ 
"here ..., tp:n] Is Aeflnea by (k.g), = E(X^(^^)) and 
is the s-th ordered Y-variate. Now since (i) converges to 
-1/ $ "^(X) in probability as n—> « , (ii) |_i , converges to $"^(X,-) 
u.in 1 
ti . , . 
as — —^ X. and n —>00 , and (iii) Yp, , -, by Theorem 
n 1 ..., tp:nj 
4.1, converges in distribution to as n —> œ ^ we have 
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lim 
n —> 00 .... t 
P 1 1 
Pr(Z < - Z p # (X.) + $ (X)) 
i=l 
$ [(r^(X) - £'|) /Og] 
This completes the proof. 
More generally, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem L.3 : Let a^ (a = 1, 2, k) be k constants such that 
0 5 &Q; < 1 • tp°^) (a = 1, 2, ..k) be any k 
p-tuples of positive integers such that 1 < t^^^ < n (i = 1, 2, ..., p; 
a = 1, 2, ..., k) and for each i (i = 1, 2, ..., p) t^^^ / t(^^ for 
all 1 < / h < k . If for each i and a (l = 1, 2, p; a = 1, 
r(a) 
2, .. k) , —> xf^ (0 < Xi° < l) as n —> ® , then 
lim Pr(R 
n —> 00 .(a) Aa) [t^ % ..., t^ ':n] 
< na^, o = 1, 2, ..., k) 
n § [(«"Vj - P' 
a=l a - -a ^ 
where ^ 
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Proof: Let = [n a^] (a = 1, 2, k) , where [n a^] denote 
the largest integer less than or equal to na^, . Then we may write 
^^^r+(a:) .(a). . - 2, », k) 
) • • ' ) ''p J 
^^®rt(a) t^^^-nl " O - 1, 2, k) 
..., tW:n] -V' 
Pr(Y* 
:n] ~ 1=/^ ^ t(o) :n ^s^:n' 
CC — 1, 2, • • • , k) y 
where, for a = 1, 2, ..., k; 1 = 1, 2, ..., p; Y* / \ / \ is 
[t(°U,...,t(^ 4:n] 
defined by (4.6), |i = E(X ^ 8,nd is the s^-th ordered 
• i(t; - ) 
Y-variate. Now since (i) Y . converges to $ ^(a ) in probability as 
s .n a 
tCa) 
n —>00 , (ii) converges to $ as —^ > and n —?• < 
0 ^ • n X X 
and (iii) the Y , \ / > , by Theorem 4.1, are asymptotically 
[t| ,... ,t^ ':n] 
lid N(0, CTG) variates as n —> » , we have 
llm Pr(R I , , < na , a = 1, 2, ..., k) 
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n  Pr( z ^ < -  2  p .  
a=l 1=1 
This completes the proof. 
From the asymptotic distribution of Rp + . n > moments of 
1^2; •••> "p 
Rtj. , are easily obtained. 
..., tp.nj 
t. 
Theorem ^ .k. Suppose — > , with 0 < < 1 (i = 1, 2, 
p) , as n —> œ . Then, for any fixed k > 1 , 
, \k 
[t_,...,t :n] \ 00 
2 I = J [§(x cr^, + p' £)] d $(x) (k.8) 
I -00 
lim E 
n —> 00 
where |= , $"^(Xp))' • 
In particular, the exuected rank fk = l) is civen bv 
R, [t,,,t :n] 
lim E 
n —> 00 n 
= $(e' 1/(1 + CJ2)2) (4.9) 
Proof: By Theorem k.2 and the fact that 
for all n , 
R, [t^,...,tp:n] 
n 
< 1 
lim E 
n —^ 00 
^ ^ [ti,...,tp:n]^ 
\ ^ I 
= J d $ [($"^(u) -£'5) / 
u=0 
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Let U be a random variable whose distribution is the limiting distribu-
Rr 
tion of 
[t^,...,t :n] 
^ . Then by Theorem 4.3, 
Pr(U < u) = # [r^(u) - p' |) /Og] 
= Pr(X < (r^(u) - p' |)/a ) 
= Pr($(X + £'£)< u) 
where X is a N(0, l) random variable. 
Hence U is distributed as $(X + p' , and this gives (k.8). 
From (4.8), for k = 1 , we have 
/ \t,,...,t :n] \ 00 
lim E I E I = J §(x + §• £) d $(x) 
n —> "» \ / -00 
= Pr(Xo -XGg < 9' 5) 
where X^ and X are iid W(0, l) variates. This implies that 
/ [tT,...,t :n] \ 1 
lim E I 2 j = $(£• |/ (1 + a|)2) . 
n —> m \ j ^ 
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C. Exact Distribution of the Ranks of Concomitants 
Following the same set-up and notation as in Section A and B with 
p = 2 , let (X^.; Xgj,, (i = 1, 2, .n) be a random sample of 
size n drawn from a trivariate normal distribution. We shall obtain 
the exact distribution of the rank of Yr -• • Since the rank of 
1' ^ 2 
Yr n Rr . , is location and scale invariant, we can assume 
1' ^ 2'^ fg'BJ 
^li' ^2i ^i standardized variates. 
Since (X^^, X^., Y^) (i = 1, 2, n) are independent and 
identically distributed, we have, for all i (i = 1, 2, •.•, n) , 
= Pr(rank (Y.) = t I rank (X_.) = r. and rank fX_.) = r^î . 1 • XI 1 • 2i* 2" 
For definiteness, we will assvune i = n . Thus we have 
i-gm] = 
= Pr(rank(Y^) = t \ rank (X^^) = r^ and rank (X^^) = r^) 
Pr(rank(ï ) = t, rank(X, ) = r,, rank (X_ ) = r_) 
= 2 is i 2n 2_ ^ (4.10) 
Pr(rank (X^^) = and rank (Xg^) = r^) 
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The denominator of (4.10) may be written as 
Pr(rank (X^^) = r^ and rank (Xg^) = r^) 
= Pr(rank (X^^) = r^jrank (Xg^) = r^) Pr(rank (Xg^) = rg) 
= Er(rank (X|; .„]) = r^) J 
(k.ll) 
But Pr(R = r. ) is simply the distribution of the ranks of concomi-
tants in the bivariate normal case considered by O'Connell (197^)» Thus 
we can concentrate on the numerator of (4.10). The ways, in which the 
compound event rank (Y^) = t , rank (X^^) = r^, rank (Xp^) = rg can 
occur, may be best seen by the following diagram: 
''ii < Km %11 > Xln 
^2i <^2n »1 "3 
H
 1 
^21 >^2n *2 n - rg 
'1 - 1 , f ^ n-1 = n^ + 
^2i ^*2n 
(t - 1) 
^li <^ln ==11 > '^in 
1 
^2 % 1 
t-1 "• ^ tg +1^ +1|^ 
"3 % 
; 
?i>?n 
(n -t) 
<^ln ^li >^ln 
"3 
-*3 i 
"2 - ^2 "4 
-% 1 
% 
Hence we may write 
Pr(rank (Y^) = t, rank (X^^) = r^, rank (X^^) = r^) 
2 * (n - 1).' 
t^î tgî t^I (n^ - t^)! (ng - tg)! (n^ - t^)-' {r\^ -
^11 ^  ^In" \i *2i^ ^ 2n' ^ 
^11 ^  ^In' ^ li ^  ^In' ^ 2i ^  %2n' ^  
\i ^ ^In' ^ li ^  ^In' ^ 21 ^  %2n' ^  " t^+t^+l, ..., t^+t^t^; 
?!! < ?ln' %11 > Xln' > ^Sn' ^  = ti+tg+tg+l, ..., t-l; 
\i ^\ii' ^11 ^21 ^ ^2n' ^  ""' ^ +VV^' 
?11 > ?ln' Xll < %ln' %2i > X2n' ^ ••'' t+n^-t^+Dg-tg-l; 
\i ^  ^In" ^li ^  ^In" ^2i ^  ^2n' ^  " t+n^-t^+n^-tg, •••, 
t+n^-t bg+ii^- ) 
lYn > Tin' *11 > Xln' *21 > %2n' ^  = t+ai-ti+Og-tg+sy-tg, ..., n-1., 
E 
* (n - l).' 
t^i tgl t^I t^! (n^ - t^): (ng - tg)! (n^ - t^).' (nj^ - t^)! 
P*(t, r^, rp) (say) , (^.12) 
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* 
where E denotes summation over all n^, n^, t^, tg, t^, t^ under 
the restrictions: 
=ï + Gg = ?! - 1 
n^ + nj^ = n - r^ 
n^ + n^ = rg - 1 
Kg + n^ = n - r. 
t^ + tg + tg + tj^ = t -1 
Let h(x^, Xg, y) be the pdf of a standardized trivariate normal distribu­
tion. Then we may write 
ï*(t> Tg) 
f r f e"3"'3 b}'*'" h(x,, x„ y) 
— — ^ I *-» <— 
-00 —CO —00 
' dx^ dXg dy , (4.13) 
where 0. (i = 1, 2, .... 8) are defined as follows 
1 
®1^^1' *2' Xg < Xg, Y < y) 
Gg(x^, Xg, y) = Pr(X^ < x^, Xg >Xg, Y < y) 
Ggfxi, Xg, y) = Pr(Xj_ > Xg < Xg, Y < y) 
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*2' y) = Xg > Xg, Y < y) 
0^(x2' Xg; y) = Xg < Xg, Y > y) 
9g(x^, Xg, y) = Pr(X^ < x^, X^ > x^, Y > y) 
0^(xj^, Xg, y) = Pr(X^ > x^, Xg < x^, Y > y) 
GgCxi, Xg' y) = Pr(X^ > x^, Xg > x^, Y > y) 
Therefore combining (^.10)-(^.13), the distribution of the rank of 
'l' rg: ?[rT, i\:n] 1» Given by 
z * (n - 1)1 
h' ^2' '^3' ^4' (ng - tg); (n^ - tg): (nj^ - t^)J 
00 OO 00 *1 % t, \ n,-t, n,-t, n,-t, 
J  J  J  W V ® ^  V  '  " V  " « 8 '  •  l > ( X ; ^ , X 2 , y ) t a 3 ^ t a 2 d y .  
-•00 —00 —00 
In view of (4.10) and the fact that Xg^, Y^) and (-X^^, -Xg^,-Y^) 
have the same distribution, we have also the following symmetry relation: 
rg:n] ^^®[n+l-r^, n+l-rg:n] 
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V. CONCOMITANTS IN PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
A. Introduction 
Concomitants of order statistics enter naturally into problems of 
estimation in a p-variate (p > 2) population when the sample is ordered 
with respect to one variate. In this chapter, we will consider two esti­
mation problems. First, in a censoring situation, where some fixed 
number of observations of a sample from a multivariate normal population 
are missing (Type II Censoring), we wish to estimate the parameters of the 
population, e.g., means, variances and covariances. Secondly, in a double 
sampling situation, if an inexpensive auxiliary variable X could be 
measured on n items, then based on the ordered X-variates, we wish to 
select a smaller number of the items for measurement of a correlated 
expensive main variable Y of interest. 
The first problem was considered by Watterson (1959) and the second 
by O'Connell and David (1976). In the present study, following Lloyd's 
(1952) matrix approach to linear estimation by order statistics, we will 
give a unified treatment for the above two problems. For the second 
problem, we indicate that the estimation procedure developed for the 
bivariate normal case can be extended to the multivariate situation, 
e.g., when for each Y, p (> l) different X-measurements are available. 
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B. Linear Estimation in Censored Samples from a 
Multivariate Normal Population 
1. Introduction 
Suppose a random sample of size n is drawn from a p (> 2)-variate 
normal population. Suppose further that the sample is ordered with re­
spect to one variate, say , so that it may be represented by 
^l,l:n - ^l,2:n - - %l,n:n 
^2[l:n]' ^ 2[2:n] ' ^2[n:n] 
^p[l:n]' *p[2:n] ' ^p[n:n] ' 
where X.r -, (i = 2, .... p: r = 1, 2, .... n) denotes the X.-variate 
iLr:nJ x 
associated with the r-th ordered X^-variate X^ r*n' our language 
it is the X.-concomitant of the r-th ordered X^-variate. 
We will consider a censoring situation (Type II Censoring) where a 
fixed number of observations are missing from the sample. Three kinds of 
censoring may usefully be distinguished (Watterson, 1959)* 
Type A: Censoring effective on all variates of certain sample 
vectors-
Type B: Censoring of concomitant variates only. 
ly-pe C: Censoring of the ordered variate only. 
We shall take the bivariate case for illustration. For example, type B 
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occurs when the X, are the ordered entrance examination scores and l,r ;n 
^2[r*n] ~ n-k+1, n-k+2, .n) later scores of the k successful 
candidates having the highest entrance examination scores. On the other 
hand; type C applies in a life test terminated after k failures, where 
X^ is the time to failure and Xg is some associated variable available 
for all n items. 
For these types of samples, the estimation of all possible parameters 
may be inferred from the univariate and bivariate cases, which will be 
treated in detail in the following two subsections. Since we will be 
concentrating on univariate and bivariate populations, for convenience, 
we will denote the first variable by X and the second variate by Y 
(i.e., X^ = X, Xg = Y). 
2. Univariate case 
Let X^ (i = 1, 2, ..., n) be a random sample drawn from a normal 
population with mean |i^ and variance . Let 
^l:n ^ 2 2 
denote the set of ordered X-variates, and 
«r:. = ^ 1 I ^ 
Then applying the Gauss-Markov least-squares theorem, based on any k 
ordered X-varlates X X , • • - , X (r^ < < ... < r%) , 
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the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of ji and a are (e.g., 
Lloyd, 1952) 
^ C(1'B"H) (a'B"^g) - (a'B"^l)2] ^ ^  
[(l'B-^1) g' - (l'B"^a)l']B-^. ) 
a = ; i (5-2) 
[(l'B'\) (g'B'^g) - (a'B"\)2] 
where 
2 = \in' •••' \-J' 
1 = (1, 1, ..., 1)' 
-(k) - (\:n' \:n' 
B = cr-2 Var(X(^)) . J 
1 J 
# •)f 
The variances of [ly, and are respectively, 
„ a'B 
Var(p^) = ^ = (5.3) 
[(I'B ^ l)(a'B \) - (a'B"\)2] 
I'B'^l 4 
Var(a ) = r j . (5-^) 
[(I'B l)(a'B g) - (g'B"\)2] 
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We may also note that if (i = 1, 2, k) are symmetrically 
spaced (i.e., r^ = n+l-r^^^_j^) , then (5'l)-(5*^) can be simplified 
to 
^ ^ (») 
^ I'B 1 
^ (5.6) 
a 'B  a  
Var(|i.^) = ^ (5'7) 
^ I'B 1 
2 
Var(.*) = (5.8) 
a'B" a 
* 
and |i^ reduces to the sample mean if k = n (i.e., r^ = 1, 2, ..., n, 
X — 1, 2, #•., n) . 
Gupta (1952) has proposed very simple method, namely, to take B = 
* * 
the unit matrix. Then |i^ and are simplified respectively to 
MT = "1 :n '5.9) 
1=1 1 
and 
k 
°X " ""i ^r :n ' 
1=1 1 
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where 
^ \:n-" _ ^ k 
"l ' k • ' =i = k and a = J S 
1=1 1 1=1 1 
•JHf 
In the normal case, he has shown that the efficiencies of |j^ and 
* -x-
are not much inferior to and . In addition, and 
"X-X" 
a are easy to obtain and do not depend on p • 
3« Bivariate case 
Suppose (X, Y) has a bivariate normal distribution. At this point 
and throughout the rest of this chapter, we shall denote the means and 
variances of X and Y respectively by and ; and the 
covariance and correlation of X and Y respectively by 0^ and p . 
Hence for a bivariate normal population, there are essentially five 
parameters to be estimated. [ly and can be easily estimated as in 
the univariate case using all the available X-observations because the 
ranks of the available X's are known. For example and can be 
•JHt 4H(-
estimated respectively by and cr^ . For type A and C samples 
only k (< n) such observations can be used. For type B samples where 
the ordered X-variates are not censored n observations are available, 
1 " then (ly is estimated by the arithmetic mean - S X. . The method of 
n i^l 1 
estimating the remaining parameter ii^, and depends on the 
type of sample considered. 
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a. Type A or B sample In this case the concomitants 
(r = 1, 2, n) are censored, the rank of the k observable Y's 
are unknown but the ranks of the k observable X variates are known. 
Since (X^, Y^^) (i = 1, 2, n) have a bivariate normal distribution, 
we may write, for i = 1, 2, ..., n 
(Xj^ - Mx) 
Yj = I^Y + 0 "ï \ ' 
where X^. and X^^ are independent, and the are iid N(0, a^{l-p^)) 
variates. Let (X Yr -,) (i = 1, 2, ..., k) be the k observ-
i 
able pairs. Then as before, we may write, 
(^r. :n " 
"^[r.cn] " + P *Y ^ %[r.] ' 1 = 1, 2, ..., k 
where -, is that Z. associated with X • Also, for 1 = 1, [r^J 1 r^:n 
2 k . the Zr- 1 are independent of X and independently 
r^.n 
distributed according to normal N(0, a^(l-p^)) distribution- Then 
G(^Ir.:n]) " ^Y + ^ *Y ^ r.zn ' 
1 1 
"? ®r.r. m ^  
^ i •' 11 
C°v(Y[r.:n]' 4 ^ r,r,:n ^ 
' - 1 J  1  J  
9k 
where 
:n • 
Gri:n = 
X 
^r. :n " ^ X \ . : n  ~ ^X 
9r.r.:n = Cor 
^ J X X 
Let 
Then 
%k] 
2 = \:n' %:n' •••• 
1 = (1, 1, ..., 1)' 
= Var(X^^)), where X, * 
^r, :n • ^  ^r„:n ' ^ 
(k) 
X 
DO.. \ • Ï / 
Let 
Var(Y^^^) = a| (p^B + (l-p^)l) . 
n = (pfB + (1- p2)l)"l 
A = (1, a) 
9 = (Py; P Gy)' • 
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Then the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of G is the 0 minimiz­
ing (Yj-^j - AG)' n (Y|.^2 - AG) . By the Gauss-îferkov least-squares 
theorem, the BLUE of G is given by 
6* = (A' Q A)"l A' n Y, 
4:k] 
* 
and the covariance matrix of G is 
Var(G*) = (A' n A)"^ A' n (o^ n"^) n A(A' fi A)"^ 
But, 
= 4 (A' n A)"i 
(A- n A) = I J Q (1, a) 
1' n 1 I ' n  g 
a' n 1 a' Q a 
It follows that 
(A' n A)"l 
a' n a -a' Q 1 
(A' Q A\ \ -1' n g I'n i 
Therefore, if p is known we have 
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a' n Q: -a' n 1 
G 
lA' n Al \ -1' n g i' n i 
1' n 
a' Q -[k] 
and 
Var(Q ) = 
lA' n Al 
a' Q a -a' Q 1 
-1/ n g l'n 1 
More specifically, 
* [(g n g)i' - (g' o i)g'i n 
[(1' n i)(gn g) - (g' ci i)^] 
(p C^y) 
# [(!' Q i)g' - (l'Q g)i']n 
[(1' n l)(g' Q g) - (g' Q l)^] 
/ *\ T -w, / ,. % __ 
varxvij-y/ 
g'n g 
U' n Al 
,2 
'Y 
, *, 
1' n 1 
Var(  pa ) ) = cr^ 
lA' n Al 
Cov(uy, (P 0„) ) 
-1' n g a| 
1A' Q A1 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.1k) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5-17) 
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From (5.13) and (^.1^), we see that the BLUE's of |iy and p cr^ 
depend on p . However, the elements in the B matrix are generally 
small (of order — ); by neglecting the term p^B in 0 , and 
(p a ) can be simplified respectively to 
[ (a'a)l' - (a'l)a*] Yr^-i 
'Y = — 
[(I'l) (q'a) - (a'l)^] 
k 
Z 
i=l 
1 
k Tr.:n] ' (5.18) 
(P (^y) 
[(ri)a' - (l'a)l'] Y 
** _ [k] 
[(I'l) (a'a) - (a'l)^] 
k («r.:« -
^ 
^=1 Z (a - â)= 
i=l ^1"* 
[r.:n] (5.19) 
— 3 
where a  =  f -  E  a  
1=1 - i == 
Hence, one would suspect that for large n , the simplified esti­
mators should not be much less efficient than the BLUE's. In fact, 
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Watterson (1959) has shown that the simplified estimators are generally 
low in variance. Watterson (1959) has also shown that an unbiased 
estimator of is given by 
Y** + b. b.r^ , (5.20) 
1 J 1 J 
y, y, 
where a and b. (i = 1, 2, k) are defined in (5*9) and 
(p cTy) is given in (5.I9). Before turning to type C samples, we 
should note that for both type A and type B samples, we are unable to 
estimate • 
b. Type C sample In this case only k observed X-variables 
are available but all n observed Y-variables are known. Here we may 
order the Y-variables. Then the Y's become the order statistics and 
the A's the concomitants. The estimation procedure for type A and B 
samples can be applied here with the role of X and Y interchanged. 
Note that we can estimate here and hence all parameters. 
4. Multivariate case 
For a multivariate sample, the theory for the bivariate samples may 
be applied to each pair of variates. Most of the parameters may be 
estimated for type A or type B samples but for type C samples all 
parameters of the population can be estimated. 
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C. Linear Estimation in a Double Sampling Situation 
1. Introduction 
In this section, we shall consider an estimation problem in a double 
sampling situation- Suppose measurements can be taken on a pair of 
correlated random variables X, Y • Let Y be a variable which is 
costly to measure and whose mean wish to estimate. Let X be 
a variable which is cheap to measure. Therefore it is reasonable to 
assume that we can measure X on all items of the sample of size n . 
Then the ordering of the X's can help us select a smaller number of 
Y's to be measured for estimating • For example, X may refer to 
the height and Y to the timber volume of a tree. The heights of the 
trees can be ordered visually. Then the orderings can help us select 
a smaller number of trees to be chopped down for estimating the average 
timber volume. 
2. Bivariate normal case 
Suppose (X^, Y^) i = 1, 2, ..., n is a random sample drawn from 
some bivariate normal population. Hence, we may write 
(X. - Py) 
= p,y + p cfy Q. ^ ^ i i = 1, 2, •.., n , 
where and are independent and the are iid N(0, a^{l-p^)) 
variates. Using the same notation as before, we denote the ordered 
X-variates as 
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^ ''2:„ ^ ^ ^ n:n 
and the concomitant Y-variates as 
^[l:np ^[2:n]' ^[n:n] ' 
Also we may write, for r = 1, 2, ..., n , 
K.. - %) , , 
\r:n] ' + P °Y ' + %[r] (5-21) 
where Zr- -, and X are independent, and the Zr ^ are iid [rj r:n ^ [r] 
N(0, a^Cl-p^)) variates. 
Based on the ordered X-variates, we will select k (< n) concomi­
tant Y-variates to estimate li^ • We will restrict ourselves to linear 
k 
estimators, namely estimators of the form 2 a. Yp -, , where the a. 
ir-i ^ Lr,:n] i 
(i = 1, 2, k) are to be chosen to satisfy certain properties and 
the r^ (i = 1, 2, ..., k) are chosen to minimize the variance. For 
any fixed spacing of the ranks r^ (i = 1, 2, ..., k), the best linear 
unbiased estimators of (i^ and p cr^ , and their variances and covari-
ance are given in (5*13)-(5*17)• As for the choice of the spacing of the 
ranks r^ (i = 1, 2, •.•, k) , since X and Y have symmetric distri­
butions, we can restrict ourselves to symmetrically spaced ranks r^ 
(i=l, 2, ==.,k) i.e., r^= n+l-r^^^_^ . Since the distribution 
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of (X - |i ) is symmetric about zero and the rank r. (i = 1, 2, k) 
are symmetrically spaced, the joint distribution of (X -
1*2 •il A 
V:n - t'x' •••' %r^:n ' that of - (X -
2 k k 
^r ;n " ^x' ' *' :n " '^X^ ' addition, since Zj-^ g (i = 1, 2, 
..., k) are iid normal variates with zero means and by (5.21), 
(^[r^:n] " ^ Y' ^ [r^rn] " %[r^:n] " ^^e same distribution 
- (ï[r^:n] " "y' " ht' •••' ' "ï* ' 
using the same notation as in Section B-3 of this chapter, we have 
- Ky i) = -S[J(?[k] - i)] . 
that is, 
A = -JQ (5.22) 
and 
Var(Yj-j^^) = Var(-J Yj-^^) , 
that is, 
n'^ = J Q"^ J , (5.23) 
where 
4k] = '^[rj^:n]' "[r^in]' •••' 
2  '  ( \ : n '  % :n '  \ : n> '  
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1 = (1, 1, 1)' 
J = 
1 
0 
G ' " 
1-0 • 
n"^ = (pfB + (i-p^)i) . 
From (5-23) and the fact that J = J* = J ^ , we have Q = J n J 
Then from (5.22) and the fact that J'l = 1 , it follows that 
1' n g = l'(J Q J)(-Jg) 
= -(I'J) n (J^)g 
= -1' n 17 . 
Thus 1* Q g - 0 . In view of this result, (5.13)-(5-17) simplify to 
1' [p^B + (l-p2)l]-l 
+ . — T—1 (5.2^) 
^ 1' [P^B + (l-p2)l]-l 1 
(pa )+ = ZT (5.25) 
g' [p B + (l-p^)l] g 
g' [p^B + (l-p2)l]"l 
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a? 
Var(|xJ) = T (5'26) 
^ 1' [p^B+ (l-p^)l]-4' 
a?. 
Var((pa J"^) = (5-27) 
a' [p^B + (l-p^)l] a 
Corv(|i^, (pOy)^) = 0 , (5.28) 
For the choice of r^ (i = 1, 2, k) , the sets of symmetrically 
spaced ranks r^ (l = 1, 2, k) minimizing Var(|i^) and 
Varffpay)*) respectively, are those maximizing 1* [p^B + (l-p^)l] ^  1 
and a' [p^B + (l-p^)l] ^  a respectively. 
From (5'2^) and (5*25), we see that the BLUE of and pa^ depend 
on p . However, the elements in the B matrix are generally small (of 
order g ); by neglecting the term p^B, and (pcr^)^ can be simpli­
fied to 
k 
= Z a / Z og . (5.30 ) 
1=1 1 1 1=1 1 
These estimators have exact variance as follows 
ff.2 
Var(4^) = I o;(l-pf) + z z (5-31) 
k^ 1 j "i^j 
1(& 
VarffpGy)^*) = 
^ ^  ^r.:n^r.:n^r,r.:n 
1 J 1 J 1 J 
(5.32) 
Hence one would expect that; for large n, and should not 
be much less efficient than their corresponding BLUE's. In fact; 
L++ 
O'Connell and David (1976) have shown that is reasonably efficient 
unless p is very close to one. 
3. Multivariate normal case 
Suppose that for each individual Y , there are p (> l) different 
X-measurements available. We assume that (X^, Xg, ..., X^, Y)' has a 
multinormal Z) distribution, where 
P = 
I \ 
"p 
\ u.. / 
and 
XX 
^XY 
XY 
,2 ^XX ^XY 
are respectively the covariance matrices of the X's and of the X's 
and Y , and is the variance of Y . Let (X^^, Xg.; ..., X^^^, Y^) 
i = 1, 2, ..., n be a random sample of size n drawn from Z) . 
Then we may write 
^i ~ ^Y ^  ^ Yv ^XX ^ ' i = 1? 2; .. •, n , 
where 
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-1 " (%li' 
Z . are iid N(0, a?) variates with - 5* 6. Y "XY XX "XY 
Here, based on the measurements of the X^^ (i = 1, 2, p), we 
wish to select a smaller number of Y's to be measured for estimating 
the mean of Y . Let = a'X^ (i = 1, 2, •••, n) , where a = (a^, 
Then I 
a'E^a 
ag, .a^)'.  (U., Y.) (i = 1, 2, n) are iid with bivariate 
normal N \ ^Y L 
^XY"^ 
Y J 
.distribution. Hence 
(U. - u ) 
Yj^ = Hy a ^ ^i (i = 1, 2, «'«, n) , 
u 
where 
Pa = 
^XY 
^XX 
: ' "u = (a' ^xx ' % = S-' !i X " 
and (i = 1, 2, n) are iid N(0, a|,) variates with cj|, = 
cf^(l-p^) . The selection will be based on the ordered U-variates-I & 
Suppose we order the U-variates as 
< . . .  <  U 
l:n - 2:n - - n:n 
io6 
and denote the corresponding Y's as 
^[l:n]' ^[2:n]' ^[n:n] * 
Then we may write, for r = 1, 2, .n , 
^^r-n " 
^[r:n] = + ^a V + %[r] 
where Zr -, is that ZÎ associated with U and the Zr -, are 
LrJ 1 r:n L^'J 
independent of . Also the Zjî^j are iid N(0, ct^,) variates. 
Hence the estimation procedure considered in Section C-2 of this chapter 
can be applied here. However, the accuracies of the estimator and 
will depend on the correlation: the larger the smaller the 
variances of the estimators. It is known that is maximized when p^ 
(6^  6xy)^ 
is the multiple correlation of Y on X, i.e., p^ = p = ; 
Y 
in this case a' = 6^ is the population regression coefficient. 
Since 2 is usually unknown, the problem is how to estimate ^xx * 
If we have an independent random sample of size n' from the past, 
A A ^ A A 
we may choose a' = 6^ 2^ where 6^ and are the maximum likeli-
Ï' T-1 A 
„=1 . , °XY XX °XY 
hood estimators of ôw . Let p = 
"XY "XX ^ - A A, A , A 1 
^Y^^JCY ^ XX ^ XX ^ XX ^XY^ 
A 
Note that p is not the sample multiple correlation. Then the variance 
of the simplified estimator of (5.29) is 
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VarCny"*") Var(E(p^^| p)) + E(Var(n^"^l p)) 
E(Var(p^^l p)) 
Gross (1973) has shown that asymptotically, the ratio —^ has a non 
P 
central beta distribution with parameters 1, (p-l), and 
X = ~ P - s)p^ 
. Then the pdf of p^ can be written as 
= exp(- ) 2 
P p^ p^ 
D-l 
2 
^ i=o r(i +&)r( 2:1 ) 
Hence 
JttiVP / = p ejipv j ^ yi n 
1=0 i + I 
= p exp ( — ) S 
1=0 1! 
1 -
P 
2 
1 
2 
{' - exp( 2 ) 2 (p-i) E 1=0 (¥) 1 + I J  
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> pf \ 1 - exp( ~ ) I (p-l) Z —^ 
= S 
1=0 ^ ^ 
\ 2 i+1 
,  »  ( V )  
1 - exp( 4" )(P-1) ^  7^ 
pf\l - exp ( •^- ) [exp (~- ) - 1] 
P 2 _ (p-l)(l-Ff) (1 _ exp ( )) . 
(n' -p -2) 
A 
Hence E(p^) is approximately equal to the square of the multiple correla­
tion coefficient minus an amount that represents shrinkage. The amount of 
shrinkage decreases as n' increases- Therefore if the size of our 
f-
independent random sample from the past is large, the variance of py 
A  A _ ^  
using the sample regression coefficient Aot 
be much less than that using 6^ as our a' • 
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